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The aim of the bachelor thesis is to show the inexorable development of the trend 
Smart Shopping and the necessity of retailers to adapt and to react on this 
shopping attitude.  
In the theoretical part, the briefly elucidated backgrounds of shopping in general 
explain the development of the Smart Shopping trend and facilitate the suggested 
retailer’s strategies in the practical part. The integrated empirical survey to the 
thesis combined with supporting literature validate the statement of the presence 
of Smart Shoppers in Finland, their preferences and implications, and  help 
suggest the possible reaction strategies of retailers.  
The growing trade-rival e-commerce (increasingly favored by Smart Shoppers) 
has radically changed the shopping industry to retailers’ disadvantage and 
overtaken many consumers to purchase online, so that retailers have to experiment 
with offering new ways of shopping to be able to stay profitable. However, 
retailers have a big potential to integrate new advantages of attracting or/and 
keeping Smart Shoppers as store consumers to their businesses and compete with 
the e-commerce. Though, many efforts, creativity, innovation and right adaption 
strategies have to be involved by retailers to respond on the shopping attitude – 
Smart Shopping. 
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Tämän opinnäytetyön tarkoitus on kuvata Smart Shopping-trendin kehittymistä ja 
todistaa, että  jälleenmyyjien täytyy reagoida ja pystyä sopeutumaan tähän uuteen 
shoppailuajattelutapaan.  
Työn teoreettisessa osassa havainnollistetaan lyhyesti shoppailun 
perusperiaatteita. Teoreettisessa osassa kerrotaan myös yleisesti  Smart Shopping-
trendistä ja sen kehittymisestä. Teoreettinen osuus tukee osaltaan myös 
empiirisessä osassa esitettyjä vähittäiskauppojen ratkaisuja ja strategioita. 
Empiirisen kyselyn tulokset ja kirjallisuus vahvistavat, että Smart Shopping on 
myös Suomessa esiintyvä trendi. Ne myös osoittavat, mitkä ovat nokkelien 
ostajien preferenssit ja miten trendi vaikuttaa jälleenmyyjien strategiseen 
reagointiin.  
Verkkokaupat, lisääntyvästi Smart Shoppaajien suosima vaihtoehto, ovat 
vähittäiskaupan  kasvava kilpailija. Verkkokaupat ovat radikaalisti muuttaneet 
markkinat epäedullisemmaksi jälleenmyyjille ja houkutelleet paljon kuluttajia 
ostamaan internetin välityksellä. Tämän takia jälleenmyyjien on kokeiltava uusia 
keinoja saadakseen kuluttajat takaisin kauppoihin ja pysyäkseen kannattavana. 
Jälleenmyyjäkaupoilla on kuitenkin paljon mahdollisuuksia sopeuttaa uusia 
elementtejä omaan liikeideaansa, jotta myös Smart Shoppaajat pysyvät niiden 
asiakkaina ja jotta ne pystyvät kilpailemaan e-kauppojen kanssa. Siltikin, 
vaivannäköä, luovuutta, innovaatioita ja oikeanlaista sopeutumisstrategiaa täytyy 
kehittää, jotta jälleenmyyjäkaupat pystyvät vastaamaan uuteen 
shoppailuasenteeseen -”Smart Shoppingiin”. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
“Empowered, the new consumer is using 
the pound in their pocket to make a point 
not just a purchase.” 
         Chris Arnold  
 
What is shopping in general? It is definitely not just an entering of a place where 
goods are kept until they can be exchanged for money. It is a process, it is an 
activity of selection and purchase, it is a way of spending free time, it is a 
necessity, it is a joy or it is a burden: it can be for everyone something different. 
Shopping has become an integral part of our life and our culture; everyone from 
us, volitional or not, is involved in shopping matter. People satisfy their needs and 
wants with products; a product is anything that can be offered to a market to 
satisfy a need and want. So, purchasers usually face a broad array of products and 
services that might satisfy a given need. (see Underhill 2000: 12-18) But how do 
they choose among these many products? Which criteria of products are 
considered before they are bought?  
 
There are various ways and criteria of how to do shopping: in this study, the up-
to-date trend of Smart Shopping will be introduced – the process, actual behavior 
and implications of Smart Shoppers who are changing the shopping industry 
around the world right now, also in Finland, with their switching-between-shops 
behavior, new interests and values, and by being more cost conscious and aware 
of their actions. Of course, it brings problems to one and advantages to another 
group of suppliers, but it creates as well many new market possibilities and 
market gaps. In the thesis, concentration only on the researching the Finnish 
market is made because the analysis of the Smart Shopping trend on the 
international level would be too wide to be covered in one work. Additionally, the 
situation, that Finns are not absolutely aware about the existence of this trend 
Smart Shopping yet (even it is present among Finnish consumers), makes this 
study particular and up-to-date. On the international level this subject Smart 
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Shopping has been researched already but not that much in Finland, i.e. see 
international books “Smart Shopping im Einzelhandel: Wissenschaftliche Studie 
über die Ursachen dieses Kaufverhaltens und mögliche Abwehrstrategien” by J. 
Müller (2008) or “Smart Shopping: living sustainably” by A. Einspruch (2011). 
 
The generation of Smart Shoppers – searchers for a best price/deal – use different 
ways to find what they want. To search through several shops by walking or 
driving to find the best deal, or to click through internet offers by comfortable 
sitting home: each way is more or less attractive for different people. However, 
shopping online is getting more and more popular: it is not just the convenience 
that brings people to shop online; it is also the wish to buy a wanted/needed item 
quickly and at a best price which offered mostly in e-shops and not in retail stores. 
Millions of items are sold every day over the Internet, because people love the 
convenience and easiness of shopping online. “The numbers of goods and services 
selling online are increasing every day” (Korper 2001: 1).  
 
However, the choice of a shopping place is just the end result of the long and 
careful searching process for the wanted product. Smart Shoppers are hunters for 
valuable, good- and high quality goods and the best suitable option but also for a 
best available price. In order to find the best deal, Smart Shoppers switch between 
shopping places online and offline very quickly and constantly. Traditional retail 
stores have to react on that, otherwise they will lose their customers and 
profitability. The hard job of retailers now is to stay competitive on the supplier 
market, in the growing trade-rivalry between e-commerce and retailing, and at the 
same time to adapt to the Smart Shopping attitude in order to provide the 
customer satisfaction and hence keep them coming to the store.  
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1.1.The aim and problems 
The aim of the thesis is to analyze the new shopping attitude – Smart Shopping. 
The study explains the important implications of this new attitude on the shopping 
industry in Finland and illustrates the present situation on the supplier market. In 
the work, some adaption possibilities for retailers are suggested how to react on 
this new shopping trend and competitive strategies due to the growing trade-rival 
e-commerce to stay competitive and profitable on the supplier market. In order to 
understand Smart Shopping behavior and purpose of suggested strategies, it is 
important to have a brief overview about the shopping in general and its crucial 
criteria like motives, demographics and methods. 
 
1.2.Terminology 
In this subchapter the main concepts are defined in order to help the reader to 
understand the used terminology in this work. The explanations are taken from 
academic dictionaries and literature.  
 
Adaption strategy 
According to the free dictionary online (2010), adaption means the act or the 
process where “something (in the thesis: retailer’s strategies) is changed or 
changes so as to become suitable to a new or special application or situation”.  
 
E-Commerce 
The prefix e- means “the connection to a computer and the internet” and “the use 
of electronic data transfer in cyberspace, i.e. internet” (Oxford student’s dictionary 
of English 2001: 450). According to the Oxford dictionary of business and 
management (2006: 183), e-commerce is “the use of the internet to buy and sell 
goods and services. At the simplest level, a company will probably have a website 
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that provides details of products and contacts”. More extensive description is 
given by Freeze (2000: 11): e-commerce is “a term for online buying”. While e-
commerce traditionally refers to virtual storefronts through which shopper can 
order merchandise, “it can also loosely refer to any of the following: 
 
- buying items via online auction 
- shopping at a web store that has an offline bricks-and-mortar store as well 
- visiting a store that exists on the web only 
- locating an item to purchase through a newsgroup 
- choosing to make a purchase as a result of e-mail ads sent to you 
- finding an item online, and then snail mailing or phoning in your order.” 
 
Korper (2001: 5) explains that e-commerce is not a completely different type of 
retail store business: it is “the same business that’s simply based on different 
tools. Instead of paper and personal time, just electronics and connectivity are 
used”.  
 
Retail Store / Retailer 
Retail store is “a building or part of building where things are bought and sold” 
(Oxford student’s dictionary of English 2001: 586) and where “a distributer = 
retailer that sells goods and services to consumers” guides (Oxford dictionary of 
business and management 2006: 453).  
 
Shopping 
Shopping is one of the most basic everyday activities. Oxford student’s dictionary 
of English (2001: 586-587) describes shopping as “the activity of going to the 
shops and buying things”. In practice, shopping means more than just an activity 
(see Chapter 3).  
13 
 
Smart Shopping and Smart Shopper 
The new Oxford dictionary (1198: 1757) defines smart as “fashionable and 
upmarket; having or showing a quick-witted intelligence; capable of independent 
and seemingly intelligent action”. On the internet, many definitions of Smart 
Shopping can be found. The most meaningful, however, is: “Smart Shopping is a 
search, made by a shopper, with the aim of finding a merchant offering the best, in 
a precise criterion, which the shopper determined as being his (her) master 
criterion. The master criterion is the criterion that the shopper looks most to 
optimize (e.g. best price, best value, best reputation, best critics, etc.). This search 
is done over as many merchants as possible to get greater offers for a given 
product” (Super Buyer’s Market 2003). Smart Shoppers are buyers who are 
focused on finding some good quality products for the best price. They do not 
purchase anything “what is the cheapest, but they search for some valuable items 
which has good price and, at the same time, they question the ethics of products 
and brands” (Arnold 2009: XIV-XV).  
 
Supplier Market 
According to the online version of economic glossary (2008), supplier market is a 
“combination of individual suppliers of every firm or producer willing and able to 
sell particular goods”. Oxford dictionary of business and management (2006: 507) 
defines a supplier as “a firm or individual that provides the resources needed by a 
company and its competitors to produce goods and services”.  
 
1.3.Structure of the bachelor thesis 
The bachelor thesis is divided into 6 logical chapters. Introduction – chapter 1 – 
gives an overview about the subject. It explains the objective, structure and used 
terminology of the work.  
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The empirical study is the chapter 2. It explains the research methodology, data 
gathering and data analysis. The chapter 2 – Empirical study – comes on the 
second place in the thesis due to the grounded theory research methodology. The 
results of the empirical studies are equally integrated to the theoretical and 
practical parts to approve and confirm the made statements. 
 
The theoretical study includes chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 3 – Shopping in general – 
is a descriptive illustration of some aspects of shopping in general to understand 
the motives and thinking behind the shopping process and the development of 
Smart Shopping attitude, and to facilitate the suggested retailer’s strategies in the 
theoretical chapter 5. Chapter 4 – The analyses of Smart Shopping behavior – 
explains extensively the term and general implications of the Smart Shopping 
trend and attitude, and determines the necessity of retailers to react on this trend.  
 
The practical study, presented in chapter 5 – Strategic response of the retailers on 
the new shopping attitude– describes, first of all, the present general situation and 
growing trade-rivalry on the supplier market between e-commerce and retailers 
which explains the backgrounds of strategic decision making process. Next, 
possible solutions to adaption of the retailers to the trend of Smart Shoppers will 
be provided in combination with competitive strategies: based on specialized 
references and gained information from the empirical survey.  
 
Finally, the last part, chapter 6, draws the following conclusion of the work.   
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2. EMPIRICAL STUDY 
The chapter about the empirical study comes already after the introduction in this 
work because the following both theoretical and practical parts are based on the 
results from the accomplished empirical survey. In the thesis, the grounded theory 
research method is used. Due to the newness of the subject about Smart Shoppers, 
it was difficult to find enough literature and other written sources to cover 
information demand of the thesis. Hence the provided questionnaire and own 
observations helped gather more data which directly support the made hypotheses 
/propositions and suggestions in this work: both in the theoretical and in the 
practical chapters.  
 
Besides the empirical survey, also professional references such as literature of 
many renowned professors and specialists; reliable websites of some universities 
and economic research organizations; articles from various magazines and 
newspapers; informative lectures and seminars at VAMK University of Applied 
Sciences and Helsinki University were used for the thesis.  
 
2.1. Research methodologies  
The thesis is built on the grounded theory research method. According to the 
Grounded Theory Institute (2010), a grounded theory research method is when all 
research by a work/study is “grounded” in data, “it is a systematic generation of 
theory from systematic research”. The theoretical and the practical parts are both 
based on the research questionnaire and own observations e.g. interviews. The 
process of the grounded theory method started with preparation and data 
collection. Afterwards the gathered data was analyzed and compared /combined to 
the research which was made from different bibliographic sources before the 
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empirical
1
 data collection. This stage is as well called memoing. Data collection, 
analysis and memoing are always overlapping phases. The next step – sorting and 
theoretical outline – included sorting and emerging of memos into the whole 
concept / theory. (Grounded Theory Institute 2010)  
 
The major reason for selecting this approach is that the concept of Smart 
Shopping has stemmed from practice rather than from theory. There is a lack of 
theoretical studies of Smart Shopping, so in order to analyze the concept; an 
empirical setting is required as a basis for understanding Smart Shopping.  
 
In the questionnaire, the quantitative method
2
 of research is used. The objective of 
quantitative research was to develop and employ hypotheses and propositions in 
order to establish and proof the trend of Smart Shopping existing in Finland. The 
quantitative research method was chosen in this work because only facts which 
could back up the grounded theory method were needed and not the answers that 
show any emotions or feelings of the respondents. With this quantitative research 
method empirical data was collected, structured and analyzed and the results 
evaluated. The research gave a general overview of the present situation of Smart 
Shopping in Finland and also more deep insight in the development, tendency, 
priorities and preferences of this new consumer group. The quantitative research 
provided a possibility of the elaboration and perfection of the thesis.   
 
2.2.Data gathering  
The purpose of data gathering is to obtain information, to make hypotheses about 
some issues or to approve some assumptions/sources.  
 
                                                          
1
 Empirical – means that any conclusions drawn are based upon hard evidence covered from 
information collected from real-life experience or observations. 
2
 Quantitative method – is a research that is focused on the collection and analysis of numerical 
data and statistics made from interviews, observations, questionnaires and reports. 
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The provided questionnaire was the primary data. The secondary data consisted of 
own observations added with few interviews with some retail store assistants. The 
questionnaire was made in two languages: English and Finnish, and included 10 
questions (see Appendix 1 & 2). There were only multiple choice questions which 
provided the information about shopping habits and shopping preferences of 
Finnish consumers. The respondents were asked not to consider their day-to-day 
grocery shopping, e.g. purchasing of milk, bread, vegetables etc.  
 
In the empirical survey of the thesis a probability sampling technique was used. A 
probability sampling scheme is one in which every unit in the population has a 
chance (greater than zero) of being selected in the sample, and this probability can 
be accurately determined (Research methods 2006). The sampling process 
included several stages. First, the population of concern was defined: living in 
Finland, in age between 18 and 70 years old, possessing own financial resources 
respondents. Then, a sampling frame and a sampling method were specified: 
shoppers from different age groups and different living areas in approximately 
equal amount of gender were questioned in a simple random sampling
3
 method. 
The sample size was determined to be approx.150 – 200 responds in order to 
represent the Finnish population. Because the simple random sampling is a fair 
way to select a sample, it is reasonable to generalize the results from the sample 
back to the population. The simple random sampling is not the most statistically 
efficient method of sampling but by collecting a big sample amount it might get 
good representation of subgroups in a population (Research methods 2006).  
 
The questionnaire was posted online on the professional survey website 
SurveyMonkey.com for around 4 months. The link to this online questionnaire 
was sent to many different respondents: students and teachers from Vaasa 
University, Kuopio University, Oulu University, Helsinki University and Tampere 
University. Additionally, the questionnaire in printed form was filled in by 
                                                          
3
 Simple random sample is a sample in which every element in the population has an equal 
chance of being selected (The Free Dictionary 2010).  
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libraries visitors of both cities Vaasa and Helsinki, by shoppers in shopping 
centers of the capital area of Finland, by work colleagues, friends and relatives.   
 
The total number of respondents of the empirical survey is 164; from them 52 
answers were collected online and 112 respondents filled in the printed form.  
 
Figure 1. The total amount of respondents divided by gender. 
 
Next graph (Figure 2) shows the total amount of respondents divided by different 
age groups. The respondents were selected in age between 18 and 70.  
 
Figure 2. The total amount of respondents divided by age. 
 
The number of females and males is approx. the same, as well the amount of 
respondents of every age group. In this case every generation, which possess own 
financial resources, is presented in the empirical survey.  
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2.3. Reliability and validity  
Whenever a measuring device is used as a part of a data collection process, the 
validity and reliability of that device are very important. So, a research can be 
trustful when it is both reliable and valid. 
 
 Reliability is synonymous with the consistency of a survey, observation, or other 
measuring device. A measure is considered reliable if a score on the same test 
given twice is similar. So, the reliability should be estimated – at least the major 
test results should repeatedly consists from the same answers. Without this 
replication of significant results, the research has not fulfilled of all the 
requirements of testability. (Research methods 2006)  
 
If a survey cannot be measured twice, a pilot test might be made in order to keep 
the reliability of data collection. The pilot testing is used when the data is 
collected for the first time or for the first time with a particular group. The main 
purpose of the pilot testing is to identify and eliminate potential problems before 
they become mistakes by making correct changes before starting the survey. The 
pilot test is usually made on a small group of individuals in a manner that 
stimulates how data will be collected when the survey is provided to the target 
population. (Research methods 2006) In the empirical survey of this thesis a pilot 
testing was implemented. The survey was tested first on a small group of people, 
which have similar characteristics to the target population, and improved after the 
given feedback.  
 
Validity in data collection means the made findings truly represent the issues 
which are claimed to be measured. Validity is the strength of every conclusion 
and proposition. In short, validity is an answer to the question if I was right with 
my assumption. In a research there are several types of validity that might be 
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sought: construct (constructs represent reality), internal (casual relationships can 
be determined), conclusion (any relationship can be found), external (conclusion 
can be generalized), criterion (correlation with standards) and face (something 
appears to be valid). (Research methods 2006)  
 
In the empirical research of this thesis, the construct and external validity are 
primary. Construct validity is a means of assessing how well the survey has been 
accomplished; and external validity is the validity of generalized (causal) 
inferences in scientific studies. Both construct and external validity are related to 
generalizing. But, where external validity involves generalizing from a study 
context to other people, places or times, construct validity involves generalizing 
from a program or measures to the concept of the program or measures. (Research 
methods 2006) The answers from the empirical survey generalize the attitude of 
Finnish population and give a possibility to create propositions (construct validity) 
and at the same time the propositions are carried over to the Finnish population in 
order generalize their shopping trend to make strategic suggestions for retail trade 
(external validity).  
 
Due to the 164 collected answers from various age groups, different locations 
(small towns and big cities around Finland), almost equal amount of female and 
male respondents to the provided questionnaire and a made pilot test before the 
survey, the empirical research of the thesis might be seen as valid and reliable; 
and so, confirm the propositions and hypotheses of the work.  
 
2.4.Analysis of the empirical study  
The analysis of the results of the provided questionnaire is presented with 
descriptive graphs in Figures 3 - 13. The questionnaire is put to the Appendices 1 
and 2 in order to have a quick look-up possibility for a reader. The findings of the 
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empirical study are equally and constantly integrated to the theoretical and 
practical parts of the work to confirm the made statements.  
 
 
Figure 3. The frequency of shopping 
 
Figure 3 shows the graph to the question “How often do I do shopping?” 
Generally, the shopping is done 1-3 times per week. The questionnaire did not 
consider day-to-day grocery, so it means that the respondents marked besides the 
shopping for additional necessities also the shopping for pleasure. However, the 
shopping does not  mean at the same time a buying process, so the respondents 
might see the shopping also as a browsing process where the prices and goods are 
compared in order to find the best deal (for example, for later purchasing). As the 
further denomination, shopping can be seen as well as meeting with friends where 
during, between, before or after the gathering, some small purchases are made 
(but not necessarily). All in all, the actual buying process or just browsing or some 
other reasons bring consumers often to shops.  
 
Figure 3 let to assume that the majority of Finnish consumers have a financial 
potential and an ability to pay (by doing shopping 1-3 times per week). It also 
demonstrates that shopping is increasing in Finland. The reason, why the answer 
0
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of doing shopping “more seldom than 1 time per week” was often marked, is 
explained by demographics of shopping in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. The connection between gender and frequency of shopping. 
 
Figure 4 shows the graph combined from the questions: “Define your sex” and 
“How often do I do shopping?” Due to the unequal amount of female and male 
respondents (87 females, 75 males), the person quantity of each gender group is 
taken as 100% and split into the groups according to the question about the 
frequency of shopping.  
 
The graph shows that men tend to shop generally more seldom than women: over 
the half of male respondents marked shopping “more seldom than 1 time per 
week” (here is the explanation to Figure 3 about the shopping frequency). 
Females, on the other hand, tend to shop more frequently. Here is again the 
question: what different people understand under the word “shopping” (like 
described in the chapter 3.1.). The answers of doing shopping “more seldom than 
1 time per week” do not necessary represent the inability to pay but simply show 
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the demographics of shopping. Based on this graph, the conclusion can be made 
that gender has an effect on the frequency of shopping. Hence the retail trade 
should create the most of marketing strategies directly towards females.  
 
 
Figure 5. The connection between gender and shopping places. 
 
Figure 5 represents the graph combined from the questions: “Please define your 
sex” and “Where do I shop?” Due to the unequal amount of female and male 
respondents, the person quantity of each gender group is taken as 100% and split 
into the groups according to the question about to the shopping place.  
 
There is a very little amount of respondents who marked only shopping in retail 
stores or only in e-shops. From this graph the proposition can be made that both 
males and females use both online and offline methods of shopping, but still 
males have a slight tension to shop more online in comparison to females (due to 
the quickness and convenience of e-commerce). According to this tendency one 
major point of the suggested retailer’s reaction is represented in the thesis: 
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learning from the rival (e.g. by inventing the same quickness and convenience in 
retail stores as in the online shopping).  
 
 
Figure 6. Planned and unplanned purchases. 
 
Figure 6 shows the graph to the question „If I go shopping, I buy more when I 
planned“. The majority of respondents agree or strongly agree with the statement 
of buying more goods than planned before the actual shopping process. It shows 
that the purchasers even sometimes with no intention to buy any certain goods or 
anything at all, might have spend anyway more money as planned during the 
shopping process (e.g. for pleasure, for rewards). The diagram shows also the 
financial potencial of consumers to spend more money as planned and so, the 
present situation on the supplier market. The shopping power of consumers and 
their willigness also to buy for pleasure/treats/rewards is notable. Hence the 
assumption made before from the Figure 3, that shopping in general is increasing 
and that the majority of Finnish consumers have a financial potential, is 
confirmed.  
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Figure 7. Favoring some special brands. 
 
Figure 7 represents the graph to the question “By making purchasing, I favor 
some special brands”. The diagram shows that the half of respondents knows and 
appreciates the value and the good quality of some branded goods by favoring 
them – so, shoppers are able to pay more for those branded goods. However many 
respondents (neutral opinion, disagree and strongly disagree) represent the 
switching behavior of the shoppers nowadays. Even branded products are more 
often chosen (as in priorities in Figure 8) the permanent purchasing of the same 
label is not always granted. Hence, the proposition about the common switching 
behavior of Finnish consumers can be made.  
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Figure 8. The consideration of the own shopping implications I. 
 
Figure 8 is the graph to the question “By making purchases, I prefer to buy goods 
with a Fair-Trade mark in order to support sustainable development and 
production”.  
 
 
Figure 9. The consideration of the own shopping implications II. 
 
Figure 9 is the graph to the question “By making purchases, I prefer to buy goods 
from local suppliers and goods made in Finland in order to support local/domestic 
economy”.  
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The graphs 8 and 9 present the obvious tendency and willingness of consumers to 
prefer Fair Trade products and local / domestic produced goods, which shows 
enusing the interest and awareness of purchasers to the own implications.  
 
Based on those graphs, the proposition can be made that the majority of 
consumers in Finland are considerable consumers. This tendency of considarable 
shopping is one of the proof of Smart Shoppering trend presence in Finland. 
Because Smart Shoppers are mostly purchasers who think about their own 
implication on the environment, economy, social life etc. (see Chapter 4), they 
often prefer to buy e.g. localy/domesticaly produced goods or Fair Trade goods.   
 
The neutral opinion is a possibility to change/rethink in the future the shopping 
attitude – it is not a disagreement yet. Here is the difference to ethical shoppers: 
Smart Shoppers still look for a good price, too. Smart Shoppers are at the same 
time best deal hunters, while ethical shoppers consider mostly their implications 
of shopping. The neutral opinion might mean in Figures 8 and 9 that considering 
other characteristics of a product is also important as  a price, recommendation of 
an expert, design (as presented in Figure 11).   
 
 
Figure 10. Searching for the best deal BEFORE shopping.  
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Figure 10 shows the graph to the question “I search for the best deals BEFORE I 
even go shopping”. This graph demonstrates that the majority of respondents 
search for the best deals, best prices, best suitable products already before the 
actual shopping process. This attitude does not represent the interest to find the 
cheapest good, but more obviously to make the most from the available financial 
standing and to find the best suitable product (due to the priorities by shopping, 
see in Figure 11). For this reason, the search for the best deals is needed before the 
actual purchase. The continious and predominant searching for the best deals 
beforehand confirms the proposition about the presence of Smart Shopping trend 
in Finland due to their characteristics (see Chapter 4). From the Figure 10 also an 
assumption can be made, that cost and quality conscious is common among the 
Finnish population.  
 
Again, the understanding of the word “shopping” is variable by different people. 
Possibly, the persantage of answers “strongly agree” and “agree” would not be so 
high if the question would be about the actual purchase not the shopping.  
 
 
Figure 11. The priorities by purchasing. 
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Figure 11 shows the graph to the question “My priorities by making purchasing 
are – many answers are possible”. The priorities by purchasing on the graph 
clearly show the tendency of the shopping behaviour which values the 
relationship between price and good quality, which considers the additional 
information about products and which repeatedly and continuously compares 
prices in order to find the best deal. The graph shows that design and optical 
appearance priorities are marked as well often as a priority while shopping which 
points the pleasure consumers between the respondents.  
 
The graph confirms the proposition about the Smart Shopping trend among 
Finnsih consumers. The majority of Finnish population consciously or 
unconsciously belong the Smart Shoppers group (according to their priorities). 
The high percentages for the options “I repeatedly and continiously compare the 
prices and then choose the best deal”, “good quality”, “additional information” 
and “price” shows the crucial characteristics of the new consumer group – Smart 
Shoppers. 
 
The high percetage of the option “expert’s recommendation” shows a valuable 
data for retailers. Those answers mean that still many consumers rely and trust on 
the expert information and recommendation. The graph gave a possibility to 
assume that retailers can build their customer strategy with trained store assistance 
and experts according to this priority.  
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Figure 12. Shopping places. 
 
Figure 12 is the graph to the question “Where do I shop?” The graph shows the 
present slight tendency of shopping online (sometimes, partly or predominantly).  
 
The shopping in retail stores is still popular but there are the clear changing of 
shopping behaviour between the generations (see Figure 13). The respondents 
marked generally both shopping online and offline (it might depend of the kind of 
the product). The graph shows that e-commerce is a strong trade rival on the 
supplier market for retailers. According to this tendency the major point of 
suggested strategies for retailers in this work is created which is learning from the 
rival and overtaking some rival strategies in order to adapt to the new shopping 
trend.  
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Figure 13. The connection between demographics and shopping places. 
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Figure 13 shows the graphs combined from the questions “Please, define your 
age” and “Where do I shop?” The graphs show the tendency of the younger 
generation to purchase more online. The shopping just in retail stores is even by 
the older generation not any more seen as just one shopping option (in the 
evaluation, every age group was taken as 100%, due to the unequal amount of 
respondents from each age group).  
  
However, the options in the question “Where do I shop?” were not made clearly 
enough. Respondents might have understood the words “same” (by the option 
“same shops”) and “different” (by the option “different shops”) individually. 
“Same shops”, where purchases are usually made, might be for someone a variety 
of 10 different shops, and to others, an amount of 2-3 different stores. In this case, 
the questions to the respondents should be more precise. 
 
For example, the last graph of Figure 13 shows that over 5% of 18-21 years old 
respondents marked as their shopping place “just online and predominantly in the 
same e-shops”. It does not mean that young generation purchases just in the same 
few e-shops over and over again; but perhaps they use many different e-stores due 
to the assumption that they are common with shopping in the internet and see 
those many different shops as still the same for them (in meaning of “not new”).  
 
The clear distinction between shopping places of different age groups is 
absolutely notable especially on the first (“just in retail stores and predominantly 
in the same shops”) and the last graphs (“just online and predominantly in the 
same e-shops”). It shows the growing tendency of younger generations to 
purchase more online.   
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2.5. Propositions of the empirical survey 
Based on the results the empirical survey evaluation some general propositions 
are made which stem the following theoretical and practical parts of the thesis. 
 
Proposition 1. Shopping in general is increasing among Finnish consumers. 
Proposition 2. Gender has an effect on the frequency of shopping. 
Proposition 3. Male consumers tend to purchase more online. 
Proposition 4. Finnish consumers use both online and offline methods shopping. 
Proposition 5. Majority of Finnish consumers have a financial potential. 
Proposition 6. Cost and quality conscious are common among Finnish consumers. 
Proposition 7. Switching behavior is common among Finnish consumers. 
Proposition 8. Majority of Finnish consumers are considerable consumers. 
Proposition 9. Smart Shopping trend is present in Finland. 
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3. SHOPPING IN GENERAL 
Before starting the analysis of the Smart Shopping attitude, it is important to 
understand all the backgrounds of shopping in general: its definition, variety, 
motives, reasons, influences and demographics.  
 
3.1.The brief basic knowledge 
Shopping means different things to different people at different times. People use 
shopping as therapy, reward, bribery, pastime and hobby, as an excuse to get out 
of the house, as a way to troll for potential loved ones, as entertainment, as a form 
of education or even worship, as a way to kill time. There are compulsive 
shoppers doing serious damage to their bank accounts and credit ratings who use 
shopping as a cry for help. Some people can go into a kind of reverie when they 
shop – they become absorbed in the ritual of seeking and comparing, of imagining 
and envisioning merchandise in use. (see Underhill 2000: 116) Shopping is a part 
of our lives, both on special occasions and for the things we acquire every day. 
Shopping is an experience; shopping is a mirror of us and our society. For 
example, shopping tourism, in reality, is an excellent approach for getting to know 
a country and its habits and customs. “At the end of the trip to a shop, the 
travelers get a shopping bag full of purchases which tells the story of this visit in 
the same way a picture postcard does it for any tourism site” (Markkanen and 
Pipoli 2009: 11).  
 
The theory of shopping as well as empirical results support the first proposition, 
which was "Shopping in general is increasing among Finnish consumers”. 
According to Underhill (2000: 32), if shoppers would go into stores only when 
they need to buy something, and if they would buy only what they need, the 
economy would collapse. People almost have to make an effort to avoid shopping 
today. Even if someone stays out of stores and museums and theme restaurants, 
but he/she is face-to-face with internet shopping twenty-four hours a day, seven 
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days a week, along with home shopping on TV, catalogues and advertising 
brochures coming every day by post.  
 
As a result, every expert agrees, people are now dangerously over-retailed – too 
much is on sale, through too many outlets. Retailers are not opening shops to 
serve new markets anymore; they are opening shops to try to steal someone else’s 
customers. And so, competition goes ahead. (see Underhill 2000: 30-31). But still, 
shopping and trade help countries to grow and develop. Mike Moore, ex-director 
of the WTO, said: “30 years ago, South Korea was as poor as Ghana. Today, 
thanks to trade led growth, it is rich as Portugal”; and according to Michael 
Herrmann, UNCTAD specialist in least developed countries, “trade is the fuel for 
growth” (Clark 2004: 49).  
 
3.2.The demographics of shopping 
To know and to understand the demographics of shopping is important in order to 
succeed with strategic planning and promotion of merchants. Marketing strategies 
should be built in the way which attract and suit at least the main target group. 
 
The stereotype thinking is that shopping is meant mostly for females, that 
shopping is female (Underhill 2000: 113). The conventional wisdom on male 
shoppers is that most of them do not especially like to do it, which is why they do 
not do much of it. It is often a struggle just to get them to be patient company for a 
woman while shopping. As a result, the entire shopping experience – from 
packaging design to advertising of store design – is generally made towards the 
female shoppers.  
 
Women do have a greater affinity for what they think of shopping – walking at a 
relaxed place through stores, examining merchandise, comparing products and 
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values, interacting with sales staff, asking questions, trying things on and 
ultimately making purchases. Females usually make shopping into an event: e.g. 
they often meet friends in that matter and enjoy the shopping together. In that 
process they spend more money and time. Anyway, most purchases traditionally 
falls to women, and they usually do it willingly – even when shopping is just for 
necessities, even when the experience brings no particular pleasure. (see Underhill 
2000: 98-99) 
 
In this case, the theory of demographics of shopping as well as empirical results 
supports the second proposition “Gender has an effect on the frequency of 
shopping”.  
 
Certainly, there are also goods such as car parts, alcohol and do-it-yourself where 
shopping is dominated by males. Compared to women, men always move faster 
through a store’s aisle and spend less time looking, too. In many settings it is hard 
to get them to look at anything they do not intend to buy (see Underhill 2000: 98-
99) They usually do not like asking where things are, or any other questions. If the 
man cannot find a section he is looking for or an assistant to ask for help, he will 
just give up and leave the store. Males mostly want to visit places that allow them 
to find what they need with a minimum looking and then go out fast. So, in 
practical terms: women demand more of shopping environments than men do. 
Women are generally more patient and inquisitive; for them looking for 
something is more as a pleasure. If men go shopping, it should be fast and easy 
(see Underhill 2000: 99) 
 
But life is completely different in the online world. Even though there are more 
than 33 million women worldwide online, the majority of them (75% according to 
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a Cyber Dialogue
4
 survey) have yet to make their first purchases online.  So, when 
it comes to shopping on the net, men rule. Some researchers believe, the most 
women just are not comfortable trusting a computer with something as important 
as a credit card number. The same Cyber Dialogue survey indicated that 90% of 
women shoppers want a security guarantee from the merchants they do business 
with, and 67% want the merchants to have some kind of privacy policy (Freeze 
2000: 14). While females are familiar to the powerhouse e-commerce sites (e.g. 
Amazon.com) and to shopping communities (e.g. Yahoo! Shopping), they still are 
not mainstream practices for the smaller online retailers.  
 
The theory about demographics of shopping confirms the results of the empirical 
survey and with it the proposition 2 “Gender has an effect on the frequency of 
shopping” and the proposition 3 “Male consumers tend to purchase more online”.  
 
3.3.The methods of shopping 
If few years ago the question of “Where to buy?” would not have been such an 
important one, now the choice of shopping place affects many business industries 
around the world. Shopping does not have the result in an actual transaction. In 
fact, one of the biggest draws of the internet is first of all the ability to research a 
product in depth before making the big investment.  
 
As much as they want to help, e.g. electronic store staff offline might not know 
every single feature of every single model. With the internet, it is possible to find 
out all of the product’s specs at the manufacturer’s sites and find numerous 
different sites with product reviews, feature comparisons and comments from 
current owners of the product. Internet gives answers for generalized research 
                                                          
4
 Cyber Dialogue (new name Fulcrum Analytics) introduces itself in the following way: “the 
company is a pioneer of Internet custom research with developing databases of Internet 
customer behavior in the healthcare/pharmaceutical, financial services, retail, consumer and 
media sectors” (Fulcrum: About us 2008).   
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(e.g. I want to buy a new fridge, but I am not sure which model) or for more 
specific research (e.g. I want a high-end sight-by-sight refrigerator with ice and 
water in the door, but I have heard that the ice dispenser is always breaking. Is this 
true for the brand I am looking at, or just the off-brands?). How the assistance 
could answer all those questions? He/she is absolutely competent and an 
experienced seller or he/she just luckily knows all the information.  
 
Wherever the shopper actually buys the item – online or not – the internet can be a 
highly educational resource. And nowadays, shoppers need all this additional 
information before purchasing to know exactly what they buy because most of 
them have already a brief knowledge but need more specific one (due to the 
spreading shopping attitude – Smart Shopping). As a result of the gathering 
information online, shoppers often decide to complete purchases as well online – 
it is easy and quick, and prevalent more low-priced as in retail stores. So, the 
trade-rivalry between e-commerce and retailers grows quickly and unavoidably; 
proximate, retail stores lose more and more of their customers. 
 
Of course, not every item can be and will be bought on the internet. Prominent 
high-tech consulting firms have pointed the importance of branding in the success 
of online apparel merchants. In other words, people will buy brands they know 
and trust over the internet, but convincing them to take a chance on something 
unknown (no-name products) can be quite a challenge unless the product is truly 
exceptional or unique in appearance. (see Freeze 2000: 24) So, the chance for 
unknown products to be sold and bought online is rather small. Contrariwise, 
retail stores are the best opportunity for unknown and new products to have 
success: customers have the possibility to touch and to test them, to get to know 
them and as a consequence to buy them. In this case, many goods could be 
discovered mostly through the sensual shopping which is possible just in retail 
stores.  
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Sensual shopping is another most important factor of the shopping place choice: 
the most of the shoppers do use predominantly their senses by shopping – so, 
retail stores are best option for them. Often, all unplanned buying is a result of 
touching, hearing, smelling, discussing something or tasting something on the 
premises of a store – which is why merchandising can be more powerful than 
marketing, and why the internet, catalogues and home shopping on TV will 
complement but not be so significant for shoppers. (see Underhill 2000: 158). 
Sensual shopping was and stays the biggest advantage of retail stores.  
 
Additionally, shoppers - especially females - like to reward themselves with 
something “special”, with a treat, which is not on the shopping list – delicious ice-
cream or biscuits, one more piece of cloths, a book or magazine, even eating out 
afterwards etc., from what retailers make a big profit (e.g. by putting ice-cream 
box next to cashier on the shop exit or by having a small coffee place connected to 
the store). Online shopping on the other side does not have those extra rewarding 
details or last-minute-purchases possibilities, which shoppers like to have (e.g. “I 
definitely earned this book after a long shopping day”), or possibilities to change 
the mind suddenly and leave some goods on the cashier.  
 
While the treat as a reward is often a necessary element of shopping 
(predominantly by females), there are as well constant features of grocery 
shopping with children, and most parents would find it hard to imagine shopping 
accompanying by children without such treats. So, in this way shopping could be 
transformed even to a kind of a small (or big) event, especially for the small 
family members, and turned to a ritual – to do needful shopping first and after to 
reward themselves with a treat. (see Miller 1998: 44-49) All this is a big plus for 
retailers and a minus for e-commerce, where those rewarding moments and event 
feelings get missing. Otherwise, due to the lack of time or antipathy for being in a 
shopping center or any other stores (often case by male customers), online 
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shopping could be a more effective and suitable option than shopping in retail 
stores. 
 
After all, the decision of shopping place is very personal. It is a matter of 
individual preferences, time availability, shopping habits and interests, 
demographics etc. In fact, the theory of methods of shopping as well as empirical 
results support the proposition 4 which is “Finnish consumers use both online and 
offline methods of shopping”.  
 
3.3.1. Online shopping  
To buy online, shopper does not need much: a computer, an internet access and a 
credit/debit card. However, high speed connection is absolutely necessary: it is 
very annoying if it takes a lot of time to download required web sites, graphics or 
pictures (especially for items like clothing, electronics etc.). Online shoppers are 
far more attracted to e-stores that makes merchandise easy to locate and that help 
them complete their transaction safely and swiftly.  
 
The online shopper often has the big advantage to get prices that are better than 
anything what could typically be found in the offline world. E-shops have no need 
to pay for a fancy store and well-dressed help. And the online shopper does not 
have to fill the car with gasoline, to find a babysitter and to pay for snacks or 
meals out by going to a shop. At present, many people do not have usual nine-to-
five workday; some of them cannot find any time to do shopping. Thanks to 
internet, they can shop any time they want. Especially seniors, who cannot drive 
or who might find it difficult to move forward through a big hectic mall, see 
internet shopping as a blessing. People might find online the unprecedented 
freedom and independence of shopping. It might not seem like much to the 
average people, but to those whose mobility is impaired for whatever reason, it is 
truly a big and life-altering deal. (see Freeze 2000: 8-10)  
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E-shops have quite many advantages in comparison to retail stores. Online music 
stores publish on their web sites CD listener reviews, in most cases also album 
descriptions, track lists, sound slips, artist biographies and store staff reviews and 
recommendations. Online bookstores are full of customer reviews. In addition, 
some of the sites offer even staff reviews, sales rank information and 
recommendations of experts in the applicable field. Many e-bookshops also 
include book descriptions, robust searching capabilities, book recommendations, 
cover photos/scans, tables of contents, author interviews and sample chapters.   
 
E-shops dealing with computer games create an absolutely tempting world of 
games on their web sites. The shopper will find previews, reviews, screen shots, 
detailed description of all the latest computer games and even demo downloads to 
get the taste of the game. Staff reviews are balanced with a good number of 
reviews from individuals from around the world. Many of e-shops attach even 
some video clips with using instructions or description of the offered product, 
which helps shopper to get the needed information and make a quick decision to 
make a purchase. Absence of waiting time is as well a big advantage of e-
commerce: so, they can relate on the busy working target group which is willing 
to shop but does not want or is now able to stand to have crowd, rush and long 
lines in stores.  
 
Anyway, besides all this online shopping convenience, there are two big fears of 
purchasers: credit card fraud and identity theft or lack of privacy. The fact is, 
while bad things can happen online, it is on the whole just as safe as interacting in 
the offline world. It is of course possible that unauthorized eyes could sneak the 
personal information as it is transmitted over the internet, but it is also not sure 
that a waitress in the restaurant will not write down the customer credit card 
number while the customer is paying the eating bill. (see Freeze 2000: 9-18)  
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Of course, the way how the shopper uses the web browser could potentially lead 
to some breaches in security and privacy. For instance, by filling out the forms to 
set up an account at Amazon.com, the web site’s server stores information in a 
little file called a cookie
5
. The saved customer’s information helps the site later 
recommend books that may be of interest to the shopper based on previous 
purchases. While Amazon.com pledges to keep this information to itself, some 
sites are not that straightforward. They occasionally gather this information and 
sell it to others for marketing statistics or junk mail lists, e.g. e-mail or snail-mail
6
. 
(see Freeze 2000: 18-19) 
 
On the other hand, exactly those cookies mentioned before help many sites create 
personalized web pages for news, entertainment etc. based on the given user’s 
preferences (Freeze 2000: 20). Some shoppers feel taken individually and react 
positively on this personalization of the web site. As a result, the interest to look 
to the for-this-user-created suitable offers causes more often an impulsive 
shopping than on the not-personalized web site.  
 
According to Internet World Statistics (2007), already in the year 2006 62.3 % of 
the whole population of Finland use the internet (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Internet usage and population statistics between 2000 and 2006 (Internet 
World Stats 2007).  
YEAR Users Population % Pop. 
2000 1,927,000 5,194,631 37.1 % 
2004 2,786,000 5,219,732 53.4 % 
2006 3,286,000 5,275,491 62.3 % 
 
                                                          
5
 Cookie is a token, short packet or small size-specific file of data passed between communicating 
programs, where the data is typically not meaningful to the recipient program (Freeze 2000: 14). 
6
The term „snail-mail“ (from snail + mail) used to refer to letters carried by conventional postal 
delivery service.    
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Table 1 let suppose that many of internet users also do proximate online shopping 
(exact numbers of online shoppers in Finland are unfortunately not announced) or 
at least search for goods. 
 
3.3.2. Retail stores 
Stores have also become meeting places for people where they spend time, where 
you can go to seek inspiration, to be surprised, or to learn something new 
(Markkanen 2009: 10-11). So, shoppers do not go to stores just because they need 
to buy something. Often shoppers do not really know what to buy, they have no 
plans, nothing particular in mind, so he or she just simply wander through various 
stores and probably buy some goods if they see something they like very much 
or/and if price is right. It calls "window shopping": an activity that shoppers 
engage in by browsing shops with no intent to purchase.  
 
In this way, online shopping is more complex and demands more preciseness: 
shoppers should know at least few web pages of e-shops or start to “google” for a 
special product and fight through numerous hits to find a right and suitable one, 
and then after all, fill in some forms and read all the company’s sale- and delivery 
instructions. If shoppers do not know exactly what to buy - it is almost impossible 
to go online and browse, until something will catch the eye.  
 
Retail stores offer the sensual shopping as one of the most important factors while 
shopping: we must know how the product will feel. Looking gives already a good 
idea of how it is going to feel, but nothing takes the place of the own hand – 
consumers buy things more than ever based on trial and touch. Shoppers need to 
feel a certain level of confidence in a product and its value, which comes only 
from hard evidence, and not as much from TV commercial or word of mouth. (see 
Underhill 2000: 162)  
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Stores meet at the same time cultural and social aspects of the country. Susanne 
Markkanen writes in her book “Shopping in Finland” (Markkanen 2009: 10-11) 
that stores reflect the values of the civil society, interpreting current tendencies in 
order to communicate them to the citizens. Stores strive to communicate their 
story and to reflect the surrounding culture and local social phenomena through 
their shop windows, their colors, their graphic elements, the choices they make 
regarding furnishings and technological innovations, their displays and product 
selections, the music and the scent they choose, as well as through the staff 
working in the store.  
 
For example, Fazer company represents in its own way a story about Finland: 
history, society, culture and mentality through colors (classic Fazer Sininen or 
PAX), through stories-writing on sweets wraps and packages (e.g. Mignon Easter 
Egg or Jellies Finlandia) and through given meaningful names to their products 
which reflect the national history or cultural identity (e.g. Muumi Karamelleja). 
The retail store and coffee place of Fazer in Helsinki city center (Kluuvikatu 3) is 
full of the company’s identity; the whole shop atmosphere creates this unique 
feeling of being part of Finnish tradition and history.  
 
Growing e-commerce and tendency of consumers to use online shopping almost 
the same often as shopping in retail stores is equivalent to the empirical results of 
the thesis and so, confirm the propositions 1 “Shopping in general is increasing 
among Finnish consumers” and 4 “Finnish consumers use both online and offline 
methods of shopping”.  
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4. THE ANALYSIS OF SMART SHOPPING 
In this chapter the trend of Smart Shopping is more precisely introduced. The 
explanation is supported by some examples and evidence of existence of Smart 
Shopping in Finland.  
 
4.1.New generation of Smart Shoppers 
The term “Smart Shoppers” or “Smart Shopping” describes a new consumer 
behavior, a considerate shopping attitude, in which purchaser takes time to find 
the best deal - the product he wants in a best quality and at a best price (for the 
own opinion).  
 
This trend/ attitude came from a financial potential of society, which has satisfied 
already all their basic needs and still have resources left to spend. In the last years 
the financial potential was rather growing in Finland (see Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14. Development in households’ average real income in 1995-2008 
(Statistics Finland 2005, updated 2010).  
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So, because of the stability and growing income, majority of Finnish population 
has nowadays the strong financial potential which confirms the empirical results 
and with it the proposition 5 “Majority of Finnish consumers have a financial 
potential”. They are still aware of all the efforts how to earn money by hard 
working, and as a result, they consume with consideration and thinking about 
expenditures quite as carefully as few years ago with having a smaller budget 
(which was partly transferred to a younger generation as well). Exactly within this 
group of consumers, the Smart Shopping trend was established in the world and in 
Finland.  
 
But Smart Shoppers want to get at the same time the most from their available 
resources and spend it “smart”. Smart Shoppers compare the prices first for the 
best deal and then “make the most from the shopping dollar” (Consumer Reports 
2010). Smart Shoppers are not really bargain hunter (like low-income group), they 
prefer to buy valuable high-quality goods but at the best available price, and they 
think exactly about the products they buy: they appreciate the quality, have 
knowledge about producers and consider negative or positive image of goods. In 
this case, the trade-off between price, quality and additional knowledge about 
product or rather supplier is very important for Smart Shoppers. They are not ones 
who patronize the most expensive shops just because those shops have the best 
quality products: Smart Shoppers do not represent the extravagance, but they do 
demonstrate their understanding of the value in good quality, sustainability of 
product and positive image of company/suppliers. (see Consumer Reports 2010) 
 
According to this, the difference between bargain hunters and Smart Shoppers is 
that the bargain hunters look after the cents/pennies and Smart Shoppers rather 
after the Euros. Bargain hunters have not only the ability to find things at a 
cheaper price, but they also buy only things they really need and are able to 
afford, and they buy things without thinking which impact their shopping could 
bring to the society: it should be just cheap. Smart Shoppers see themselves 
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primarily more as pleasure/treat consumers and they think more often when before 
what they buy: they think about the label and origin of product, they think about 
the brand, the image and reputation, the supplier or producing company, they 
consider the possibility of supporting e.g. the local suppliers or boycotting them.  
 
However, Smart Shoppers often buy more items than they need in practice, like a 
new bigger TV, a second car or second holiday – so they save money for it in a 
long term and then look for the best deal. In this case, there is just a small 
correlation between the saving of money and the sense of thrift. It is however 
clear that different strategy of thrift is based on factors related to the wider 
identity of the individual and household in terms of class, reputation and many 
other attributes. The way how people can see themselves as thrifty is not the 
same; they may understand themselves as experts in the arts of saving money, 
through the way in which they spend it. (see Miller 1998: 58-59)  
 
The crucial characteristics of Smart Shoppers are – the sense of saving and the 
considerate purchase. This theory correlates with the results from the empirical 
survey where characteristics of Smart Shoppers are clearly seen in Figures 6-11 
and 13. Hence the proposition 9 “Smart Shopping trend is present in Finland” is 
supported and confirmed. 
 
By far the most important activity in the experience of shopping for them is first 
of all saving. For example, the classic experience of saving is the specific search 
for lower prices which is based on systematic and regular comparative shopping, 
on searching through shops in order to find the best deal. The new way of saving 
is the usage of online comparison guides – web sites which give an overview of 
prices from all online available suppliers, rather than search through stores. 
Shopping smartly takes time, skill and practice. Every Smart Shopper does it in 
the own way, but Smart Shopping needs to be practiced some time before the 
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shopper gets "a fair shake in the market place" (University of Illinois Extension: 
Thrifty Living 2010). Much advice for Smart Shopping is given online, in 
newspapers, special books and TV programs. Even governments of many 
countries support this new shopping attitude and publish many encouraging Smart 
Shopping tips on their own web pages:  
 
 “Before you buy an item, make sure you research your options. Use the 
internet, look in catalogues, visit different stores, talk to store attendants 
and discuss your purchase with family and friends” (Queensland 
government of Australia: Smart Shopping tips 2009);  
 „Make sure you compare items on the basis of quality and cost. The 
cheapest item isn’t always the most suitable for you” (Federal trade 
commission in USA: tips for Smart Shopping 2008).  
 
Smart Shopping is the purchasing process when a buyer thinks also about the 
implications of their action: by avoiding some products e.g. due to the bad 
reputation or backgrounds of company or some recent scandals; or by supporting 
others. Especially in Finland, the thinking about the own country, economy and 
development plays a big role. Smart Shoppers are aware of their contribution to 
the shopping industry and further implications, they consider their purchases. 
 
However, Smart Shoppers are not absolutely the same as ethical shoppers: they 
still remain the treat/pleasure shoppers by purchasing more goods than they 
actually need. The fact that many respondents from the empirical survey marked 
doing shopping twice or even more times per week (day-to-day grocery was 
excluded in the questionnaire) confirm the assumption of seeing shopping process 
more than just a necessity but also as a pleasure and small event or even a 
browsing process for special offers and good deals (see Figure 3).  
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4.2.Retail examples from Finland  
Especially in Finland, the trend of Smart Shopping is seen everywhere due to the 
developed awareness of Finns of their action implications, due to the sense of 
saving and appreciation of brands value, quality standards and sustained 
cultivation of traditions. Some new shops that focused on this new trend Smart 
Shopping opened their doors in the last few years, which probably could not have 
survived before.  
 
For example, Anton & Anton, the Porvoo 
store (www.antonanton.fi) was established in 
2008, also with a strong online presence: it is 
a store with locally produced fresh and 
ecological, with no additives, gourmet food 
of high quality but at affordable prices and 
with specific attention paid to the traceability 
of the products, thus making the producer 
visible as a person. The appearance of the 
shop creates an environment which gives the customers back the experience of the 
corner all-round store from long ago; it is rather a meeting place, place of 
exchange of recipes and another cooking knowledge, getting to know new people 
and time to time a place of small organized events. (see Markkanen 2009: 45; 
Anton & Anton 2010) So, this shop aims to fulfills all the conditions to be used by 
Smart Shoppers: high quality products for affordable prices, available additional 
information about producer, local and ecological origin and an additional function 
as a meeting and exchange place, constantly updated website etc. - which creates a 
possibility of a pleasure shopping. The retail shop Anton & Anton makes efforts 
with its strategy towards the new trend, that there is even an opening of a new 
store “Anton & Anton” in Helsinki - Töölö (suburb in central Helsinki) in October 
2010 which confirms the success of the company’s focus on Smart Shoppers.   
 
Figure 15. Award of Anton & 
Anton shop (Anton & Anton 
2010) 
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Another example is the unique and well known shop “Kasvihuoneilmiö” in the 
town Nummi (www.kasvihuoneilmio.fi). The architect’s emporium, the shopping 
mall and as well as the restaurant-cafeteria and an art gallery, build in an unusual 
place – a real green house which supposed to be shut down but reopened to have a 
new function - is open all year as both a resting place and a shopping place for 
those who are on the lookout for something new and different. There is the large 
range of products over an area of more than 1000 m²: mostly furniture, both: 
antique and modern, used and new, also books, toys and clothing. The whole area 
is equipped with innovative product displays. The art gallery located in the 
greenhouse; the live musical performance and other cultural events entertain 
visitors. (see Markkanen and Pipoli 2009: 118) The shop has also informative 
presence online with detailed description of all products and services. The new 
business idea is based on individualism of the customers, their understanding for 
good quality and value of goods and their willingness to support “recycling” 
philosophy of the place.  
 
  
Figure 16. Kasvihuoneilmiö shop (www.kasvihuoneilmiö.fi). 
 
Another example is a the big summer event called World Village Festival 2010 - 
Maailma Kylässä (which is yearly hold in Helsinki), which had almost over one 
third of all presented retailers and exhibitors who are adapted to the trend Smart 
Shopping and presented/offered goods which are from recycling material, locally 
produced and hand-made products, valuable and high-quality goods with a good 
price-value relationship, ecological and eco-friendly products.  
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In the published program of the festival, more than one page pointed out the tips 
for the “green” festival and reminded about implications of consumer’s action, 
including shopping: “food - go veggie!, transportation- leave your car at home!, 
waste – use the trash bins and recycle!, water – bring your own water bottle!, 
purchasing – consider you shopping and do not buy any rubbish!, take action – 
familiarize oneself and get involved with the environmental activities of various 
organizations!, spread the world – tell you friends and follow self these tips!” 
(World Village Festival magazine 2010).  
 
Kierrätyskeskus
7
 was presented with many stands and offered courses for kids to 
learn about reusing, recycling and rebuilding (the courses are called: 
environmental school). Kierrätyskeskus owns four shops in the capital area of 
Finland where those reused and rebuild products are sold, besides the big variety 
of second-hand ones: for example furniture, cloths, toys, books, sport equipment 
(Kierrätyskeskus 2010). 
 
Another stand of Frantsila retail store offered unique and locally produced from 
the own herb farm products in high-quality at affordable prices – and the stand 
was constantly visited by asking, testing and purchasing people (own 
observation). Frantsila has an unique selling proposition (USP) by stating that its 
herbs are biologically grown at the own farm under controlled conditions and 
certified organic; wild herbs are gathered from unpolluted Finnish nature by 
selected gatherers; there are no animal testing done (Frantsila 2010.) The 
company is a retailer and producer at the same time, with four shops in Finland 
and professional webpage, including an extending online shop.  
 
All those examples support the proposition 9 about the presence of Smart 
Shopping trend in Finland, as it was evaluated from the empirical survey.  
                                                          
7
 Kierrätyskeskus is Helsinki Metropolitan Area Reuse Center Ltd.  
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4.3.Choice and decision of shopping place of Smart Shoppers 
Like everything else, shopping with the senses is a matter of personal preferences. 
Some shoppers may avoid retail stores where they think they will spend probably 
too much and take extra various items which are not needed. On another hand 
some purchasers dislike online shopping because there are seducing possibilities 
to buy a lot and order everything home and pay later, when the decision is made: 
which from all those items should be really bought – here is the risk to keep too 
many of purchases because it is difficult to decide what is the best.  
 
In the USA, according to recent news from the CNNMoney.com, in 2009 
Americans “shopped more enthusiastically online for holiday bargains than they 
did in stores”; online sales “rose 14% this year compared to 2008 and consumers 
also bought nearly 30% more items” than last year. Will the same happen also in 
Finland? Where Smart Shoppers decide to make the most of their purchases?  
 
The new generation of Smart Shoppers wants to be flexible, independent and have 
control of the own shopping. Smart Shoppers usually take their time to find the 
best suitable product at the best price. They can and they do look long time for the 
needed item, compare much and choose finally the best or most suitable – from 
internet or retail stores. Unlike the traditional stores, the internet allows 
consumers to take this kind of control of any transaction. The web also provides a 
venue for buyers to have the most choices and find the best prices for any 
products:  it can be the dust-covered rare books, heavy industrial machines, or 
brand new computer game. In other words, where customers traditionally were 
limited by time, information and physical distance to find goods at the best prices 
and quality, today they have absolute control and freedom in tossing out the old 
models of consumerism. With a click of the mouse, the shopper can gather 
information about product’s features, company’s information and its ethical 
philosophy, pricing and amount of selling; the shoppers can do all shops 
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comparison with a little effort, seek advice from some online news sources or 
discussion groups, purchase their products, and arrange for direct shipping. The 
result is the absolute empowerment of the shopper. (see Korper 2001: 8-9) The 
whole information is available at once without many efforts. And that is exactly 
what the Smart Shoppers want: to know what they buy and to have all information 
and comparison at one place immediately.  
 
Anyway, it is obvious that not all items/products are comfortable to buy online 
(described before in 3.3.2.), and that shopping offline has a lot of advantages, too. 
As an answer, Smart Shopper figured out a good buying strategy: to go first to a 
retail stores to check out, for example, some new or best suitable fragrances of 
perfume and then find the same product but for better price on the internet. In 
Finland however, the customer service and customer relationship management in 
all retail stores are mostly on a very high level – it makes purchasers willing to 
come again and shop there. But the tendency goes already more to the direction of 
purchasing online, especially in the young age group. Flexibility, best offers, high 
quality goods, great service, product information availability and personal 
preferences are crucial points of their choice of the shopping place. Smart 
Shoppers go there where they can find all this at the same time, at once.  
 
This theory of shopping place decision among Smart Shoppers as well as 
empirical results supports again the proposition 4 which is “Finnish consumers 
use both online and offline methods of shopping”.  
 
4.4.Implication of the Smart Shopping attitude  
Smart Shopping behavior has definitely many implications, and not just to the 
shopping world. But in this work, two most significant implications are 
considered: on the environment and on the shopping industry in Finland.   
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This trend, this fashion to get the best price affects certainly on the first hand all 
retailers, online merchants and manufacturers: members of the shopping industry. 
However, to get the best deal goes often over many other aspects, even if the 
product is not really needed, but has such a good price that it is worth buying it 
now and the use for it will be probably found later. In this case, Smart Shopping 
has substantial influence on our environment, too.  
 
4.4.1. Environmental implications 
All things we buy involve us in just about all the pressing issues in the world: 
from certain contribution to success or failure of local suppliers and small shops 
to the thousands of death accidents at working place each year. That is not to say 
that all these problems are the fault of consumers and that consumers are in a 
position to solve them. But we live in an increasingly integrated world, and the 
implications of our purchases reach far further than we might think. (see Clark 
2004: VII-VIII) Smart Shopping often comes close in its philosophy to the ethical 
shopping which is about taking responsibility for the day-to-day impact upon the 
world and our environment. 
 
The proposition 8 says that the majority of Finnish consumers are considerable 
purchasers ,which means that they are taking responsibility for the own decision 
making. Smart Shoppers do consider moral values and principles while shopping: 
they do not just buy absolutely everything they like (even they maybe could), they 
choose the most suitable products – so, by buying less is less waste in our 
environment. Additionally, Smart Shoppers get often information about producers 
and company’s reputation (due to the chosen purchasing priorities in Figure 11).  
It does not mean strictly following the prescriptive list of evil companies and 
countries that need to be boycotted but it means as well taking the time to learn 
more about how our lifestyle and shopping attitude affects people, planet and 
animals, what purchases are necessary and what we buy for just enjoying for few 
day and then throw them away. In Finland, using recycled materials and goods 
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made from recycled materials is nowadays often seen: for example, variety of 
furniture made from reclaimed timber and bamboo, which is completely 
sustainable hardwood, in many shops e.g. SuomiSoffa
8
. Smart Shoppers in 
Finland do in generally care much about the environment and impact of their 
Shopping not just because they are probably more patriotic in supporting 
local/domestic companies, but also because they appreciate the nature and the 
whole environment they live in and they were grown up in. This is a reason why 
the attitude of Smart Shopping is so widespread in Finland - people consider their 
implications of the shopping and think even more far.   
 
Doubtless, none of Smart Shoppers want and will shop 100 % ethical and smart: 
there are always a fight between price and ethical/moral thinking priorities. For 
example, by choosing energy-efficient washing machine, the shopper rather thinks 
about saving money in the future from energy bills than saving the planet (even 
the price of the energy-efficient washing machine is higher than from a normal 
one, but in this case, Smart Shopper thinks farer than a normal purchaser). And 
additionally, it is difficult to know all the true information about any goods: what 
we hear and see from numerous advertisements, newspapers, radio and internet 
cannot be absolutely trustful. Purchasers are not able to follow carefully all the 
company’s policies and backgrounds, it is enough that purchasers think already so 
far by supporting those suppliers which are for their opinion more sustainable.  
 
However, this kind of thinking has automatically and often unknowingly a 
positive impact on our environment. For example, in the UK,  “Shopping with 
attitude” report, commissioned by the Cooperative Group supermarkets, found 
that about 60% of shoppers were more concerned with ethical issues than they 
were then years ago, and 84% are prepared to pay more for ethically produced 
products (Clark 2004: 14).  
 
                                                          
8
 SuomiSoffa is a Finnish furniture retail store.  
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After all, as described before, shopping does not mean just buying necessary 
things. Especially Smart Shoppers are mostly pleasure seeking consumers and 
they often buy extra goods more for better life quality and joy rather than for 
practical use. For example, by consideration of buying the second car, Smart 
Shoppers might think about a purchase of a car with lower greenhouse emissions. 
Smart Shoppers do think about the impacts of their shopping but at the same time 
they do not want to lose the high quality and comfort of life: they do consider 
their environmental implications but they are not absolute Ethical Shoppers: most 
of Smart Shoppers will not buy an outfit that looks bad, no matter how ethical it 
is. In generally anyway, by being a careful and more considerable purchaser, 
Smart Shoppers make some difference to the well-being of the environment.  
 
According to the theoretical analysis above and the results of the empirical 
survey, the proposition 8 “Majority of Finnish consumers are considerable 
consumers” is fully supported and with it, the proposition 9 “Smart Shopping 
trend is present in Finland” (consideration of the own implications is one of main 
characteristics of Smart Shoppers).  
 
4.4.2. Implications on the shopping industry 
Are people buying products in special offers in order to spend more or are they 
spending more in order to save? For sure, people go shopping for specials in order 
to have the experience of saving money. For some, the thrill is in the bargain and 
it almost does not matter how much one spends in order to achieve it. It is also 
clear that although the forms of thrift differ across class and income group, thrift 
itself is as important factor in shopping for the wealthy as it is for the poor. After 
all, it is a common cliché on the street that the rich are rich because they are 
thrifty. (see Miller 1998: 61)  
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Consumer thrift is now the centerpiece of global economic ideology, with all the 
consequential effects upon the producers of the developing world. The irony is 
that the suffering for producers has become the morality of consumers. Most of 
the economics is based nowadays on the goal of savings on price for the customer. 
If earlier the thrift used to be primarily the necessity (mostly for working class), 
then now with the higher level of living it became more like a hobby, even a 
competition or a fashion for the consumers from almost all income classes– the 
beginning of Smart Shopper era. (Miller 1998: 136- 137) On the other side, it 
gives merchants the opportunity to sell reduced products, even with lower profit. 
By selling more goods for cheaper prices, merchants achieve anyway a good 
profit – there is just a need for some new strategies and sometimes different style 
of selling, in order to get more shopping-active-consumers to their shops.   
 
All established shopping trends within the market can affect more or less current 
and future strategies of suppliers and assessments of market profitability (Aaker 
and McLoughlin 2008: 88). Smart Shopping trend is already existent and 
prevalent, and seems to continue to grow. So, Smart Shopping attitude affects 
considerable the shopping industry for present and future.  
 
The proposition 7 says that switching behavior is common among Finnish 
consumers. Indeed, Smart Shoppers do not have any remarkable special 
relationships to certain shops anymore as the generation before. Smart Shoppers 
look everywhere for a best deal: offline and online. For retailers, online merchants 
and manufactures is nothing certain now, the changing of shopping place happens 
quickly and permanent. Smart Shopping behavior does not offer the stability and 
interconnection to anything in the present shopping industry. Merchants and 
suppliers have to develop new or improve existed strategies to keep or to attract 
and to bind the Smart Shoppers.  
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Smart Shopping behavior affects increasingly as well manufactures. “We are 
witnessing nowadays the erosion of the influence of brand names” (Underhill 
2000: 32).  Not that the brands don’t have value any more, but that the value is not 
the blind force it used to be. A generation ago, shoppers chose their brands very 
early (or took over from their parents) and stuck by them loyally until the last 
shopping trip (e.g. if someone was a Marlboro man, he always bought/smoked 
Marlboros). Today, in some ways, every decision is a new one, and nothing can 
be taken for granted. That means that while branding and traditional advertising 
build brand awareness and purchase predisposition, those factors do not always 
translate into sales. (see Underhill 2000: 35-38) 
 
The standard tools of marketing work, they just do not work anywhere near as 
well as they used to. Many purchasing decision are made, or can be heavily 
influenced, on the floor of the store itself. Shoppers became susceptible to 
impressions and information they acquired in stores, rather than just relying on 
brand-name loyalty or advertising to tell them what to buy (Underhill 2000: 32). 
 
For example, if usually expensive Samsung products are reduced in a store, so the 
Sony-consumers might buy it rather than normal-priced products from Samsung 
(this attitude relates mostly on the younger shopper generation; the most of elder 
shopper generation in Finland still keeps very much on traditions and loyalty to 
early chosen brands, especially on products which are made in Finland). So, 
manufactures, together with retailers, have to react on the trend of Smart 
Shopping by considering the characteristics of Smart Shopping.  
 
For example, Sokos
9
 presented in summer 2010 their first “smart” clothing 
collection under the own house label. The cloths cost just 2-3 Euros more than 
other house label products but they are made from the more ethical and 
                                                          
9
 Sokos is a Finnish multi-retail store, www.sokos.fi.  
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sustainable material; additionally, the clothing production for the Sokos stores in 
the low-developed countries runs under the fair-trade controlled working 
conditions (see www.BioRe.ch).  
 
Based on the attitude of Smart Shoppers to compare prices before buying, many 
new “price guides” companies (called also “comparison shops”) were established 
online: for example, the price comparison company vertaa.fi. Price guides are e-
firms or organizations which work like a quick searching machine to find all 
possible offers (regional, national, Europe-wide or worldwide) for one specified 
product, sort them prior by best (cheapest) price or by another special criteria (set 
by a customer, e.g. by name of supplier, size of product, popularity etc.) and then 
provide a direct link to the chosen supplier/merchant. Price guides can be 
absolutely good research tools, especially if the shopper looks for a specified 
product and does not want to spend much time going from one merchant website 
to another and compare the prices.  
 
So, Smart Shopping trend has created a new market gap – price/products 
comparison internet guides – which are getting more and more favored due to the 
shopper’s willingness to search for the best prices/deals before purchasing.  
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5. STRATEGIC RESPONSE OF RETAILERS ON THE NEW SHOPPING 
ATTITUDE 
This chapter introduces the recommendations for Smart Shopping retail strategies. 
All the recommendations are mostly based on the results of the empirical study in 
order to provide the best suitable strategies for retailers.  
 
5.1. Present situation on the supplier market 
By earning more money, people spend more and consume more. According to the 
UN’s Human Development Report 2003, “the richest 20% of the world’s 
population consume 88% of the world’s goods and services, while the poorest 
fifth consume only 3.3%” (Clark 2004: 40).  According to proposition 5, the 
majority of Finnish consumers have a financial potential to spend money for 
shopping. Due to this fact, many suppliers try to adapt their marketing, to paste to 
the biggest and most important target group – to the wealthy consumers with 
ability to pay. Consumers have become really demanding nowadays, so suppliers 
–and especially retailers - have to react on this shopping behavior. Growing rival 
e-commerce is the most dangerous for retailers at the present. The new generation 
of consumers, Smart Shoppers, tends to purchase more and more online. The 
rapid response of retailers on the new shopping attitude and on the growing trade-
rival e-commerce is absolutely necessary. Additionally, retailers currently have to 
face the consequences of the global recession.  
 
Retail stores have already changed much in the last few decades, not to forget that 
Finland had already some other economic crises before and have been able to 
recover from them. Erkki Laitinen (2000) wrote that “the success of Finnish 
companies during the recession in 1989-93 was in the adaptation strategies”. He 
analyzed five different strategies from data gained from a questionnaire answered 
by 750 companies. In the medium term, investment in new product development 
and marketing and in the acquisition of new customers was the most successful 
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strategy while a strategy heavily based on negotiating finance contracts and 
restructuring was the most unsuccessful. In the long-term, active adaptation 
strategies are most likely to lead to sustained success whereas passive (financial) 
strategies are associated with a high risk to fail. (see Laitinen 2000: 805-830) So, 
the active adaption to the new shopping trend might also be successful in the 
present time.  
 
 
Figure 17.  Annual change in turnover of retail trade in Finland between Jan 
2008-Jan 2010 (Statistics Finland 2010). 
 
After the recent recession of 2009, some retail stores might not have recovered 
completely and some of them have had already to shut down. Online shops have 
in this way a better position and enjoy just the little loss of damage/disprofit. 
Retail stores need first of all to maintain successful performance despite 
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turbulence in the operational environment, by adjusting, for example, their 
competitive strategies properly. Almost every sector of the retail trade in Finland 
has experienced a noticeable turnover decrease in the recession time and shortly 
after (see Figure 17).  
 
E-commerce, in comparison to retail stores, was not affected on the same way and 
recovered quicker. Figure 18 shows the wholesale and retail sales in general in 
Finland (in red) and with online sales taken apart (in blue).  So, the e-commerce 
was one part of the general retail trade which caught up and started again to grow 
after the short recovery time already while other retail trade (offline) could not do 
the same (see Figure 18).   
 
Figure 18. Annual change in turnover in general retail trade and online sales 
between Jan 2008 - Jan 2010 (Statistics Finland 2010).   
 
Anyway, according to the Finnish statistics, there is a small but stable growth in 
the retail trade in Finland during 2010 (see Figure 19).   
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Figure 19. Turnover change in trade between Jan 2010 to March 2010 (Statistics 
Finland 2010).  
 
Figure 19 shows the slow but steady recovery of the retailers in Finland. If the 
economy worldwide continues to stay stable, the Finnish retailers may return to 
the same level as before the crisis rather fast.  
 
5.2.The main strategic focus – adaption and learning from the rival 
Marketing, advertising, promotion and location can bring shoppers in (to retail 
stores or online shops), but then the most difficult part is to keep those customers 
“inside” and let them buy something in the place where we came in. It is the job 
of merchandise, the employees and the store/online shop itself to turn visitors into 
consumers. Here the trade-rivalry starts to grow: who can convince better, who 
sells better, where the customer will purchase on the end? Chris Arnold (2009: 
174) advises in his book about the smart marketing and the new consumer: 
“Minds are like parachutes, they perform better when open”. 
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All general competitive strategies might help to stay more or less profitably; but 
to have even a long-term success and future possibilities, retailers need really to 
adapt to the actual Smart Shoppers behavior; first of all, by using/taking over 
some of the strategies from e-commerce. If online shopping offers Smart 
Shoppers often better options and ways to purchase, why retailers cannot provide 
the same options and give Smart Shoppers exactly what they want but in retail 
stores? The biggest advantages of online shopping (as described in the chapter 
3.3.1.) are easy-to-use and quick-to-find. Retailers could then as well base their 
strategies on the same principles, combined with some regular competitive 
strategies (examples are in the chapter 5.3.).  
 
Other additional and successful strategies in e-commerce such as a creation of 
top-ten list products, quick search options, individual recommendations (e.g. 
through cookies), possibility of purchases delivery instead of carrying heavy bags 
could be taken over by retailers to be in the same way flexible and attractive for 
Smart Shoppers as e-shops.  
 
According to the proposition 3, men do more often shopping online as women. 
The reasons of this attitude in brief are: online shopping is easier and quicker and 
the chance to get, what shopper is looking for, is pretty high. By integrating all 
those functions to stores, retailers could at least keep some of their male young 
customers or even to get back those who have switched already to online 
shopping (e.g. by having more assistance in stores who could help customers to 
find the right shelf).  
 
A solution of successful retailer’s adaption on the Smart Shopping trend and the 
growing trade rivalry could be to underline store advantages (e.g. sensual 
shopping) and to overtake some functions from e-commerce (e.g. purchasing 
quickness). By reason that Finnish consumers use both methods of shopping: 
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online and offline (according to the proposition 4), it would be rational to bring 
the similar shopping system to retail stores. In this case, all the possible strategies 
for retailers should be mainly based on the major ideas: adaption and learning 
from the rival. Those two points are the foundation of every suggestion and 
example in this work. They are significant for the retailer’s response on the new 
shopping trend and growing e-commerce rivalry.  
 
5.3.Possible retail strategies 
The most important aspects for retailers for staying profitable in the recession 
time and with the increasing trade-rivalry are to sell more, to charge more and to 
spend less (Heslop 2008: 21). To sell more means for instance to use overtaking 
strategy, differentiation strategy, customer focus and innovations. To charge more 
means for instance to offer and underline the uniqueness of own products (USP 
strategy) and to specialize. By using this advantage as an expert or a special 
supplier, retailers might charge more. To spend less means for instance to have 
excellent performance of HR, foresight and right timing, new restrictions of costs 
and expenses. The competitive advantage is now often found in data, design, 
creativity and innovation. Branding and know-how are increasingly becoming the 
most significant way of adding value for both customers and shareholders. (see 
Heslop 2008: 23)  
 
However, it is far from reality that companies will have a possibility of using all 
strategies together which are listed in the summary in Figure 20. However, at least 
a combination of some strategies will already help retailers to recover from the 
recession and react on the new trend in order to stay competitive on the supplier 
market. In fact, most successful strategies do represent an integration of several 
strategic options. A solid understanding of each, however, can guide the retailer 
not only in decision process but also in specifying their respective roles and 
priorities in the overall strategy. (see Aaker and McLoughlin 2008: 163) Figure 20 
summarizes the strategic possibilities for retail companies.  
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 +  =>  
Figure 20. Overview of company’s possible strategies (cf. Laitinen and Leppänen 
2001: 37 and Heslop 2008: 11).  
Summary of 
possible strategies 
for the present 
situation 
Orientation on the 
new consumer: e.g. 
by offering easiness 
and quickness as in 
the online shopping 
world 
Cost focus 
USP determination 
Focus on 
combination of 
foresight and well 
prepared promotions 
Creativity and 
innovation: e.g. 
invention of more 
“smart” goods  
Overtaking of 
attractive/useful 
competitors 
Possible adaption 
strategies as a 
reaction on the 
Smart Shopping 
trend 
Orientation on the 
new consumer 
Overtaking of e-
commerce 
strategies 
USP determination  
Foresight and right 
timing: being 
always ahead 
Innovation 
Exclusive and 
successful 
promotion 
Overtaking of 
competitors 
Possible 
competitive 
strategies in 
the recession 
time 
Cost focus 
Focus on the 
most attractive 
existing goods 
Specialization 
Overtaking of 
competitors 
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The summary of possible strategies for the present situation (on the right side of 
Figure 20) shows the main elements of the suggested retailer’s adaption strategy 
in Finland based on the made propositions from the empirical survey. 
 
Orientation on the new consumer means the necessary orientation on the new 
shopping attitude of Smart Shoppers (due to the presence of Smart Shopping trend 
as it is said in the proposition 9). By defining and considering the trend, retailers 
learn to react better on it and adapt / rethink the own customer strategy, which 
helps to keep present shoppers and to attract new ones.  
 
Cost focus means that offered prices for goods should relate to consumer’s 
expectations (due to the proposition 6 about cost and quality conscious among 
Finnish consumers). The balance between “too cheap” and “too expensive” 
should be kept – Smart Shoppers consider besides the price as well the quality of 
a product and some other criteria. The cost is supposed to represent the value of a 
good but at the same time should satisfy and match the present shopper’s 
prospects.   
 
USP determination means that by choosing an USP, retailers claim for a status of 
an expert on some special field, or retailers differ clearly themselves from other 
competitors (due to the proposition 7 about common switching behavior among 
Finnish consumers). With an USP the retail store stays more certain in minds of 
consumers due to the skill to be able to differentiate and establish something own, 
unique, which becomes a special characteristic or trait of a retailer.  
  
Promotion combined with foresight means a successful promotion with the long-
term thinking/foresight of retailers which helps to adapt to the new trend Smart 
Shopping in long duration (due to the proposition 1 about increasing shopping 
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among Finnish population and proposition 9 about Smart Shopping trend presence 
in Finland). The trend of Smart Shopping might grow and become a part of the 
consumer mentality and culture. The right promoting and foresight show the 
changing/adapting reaction of retailers on the trend Smart Shopping.  
 
Creativity and innovation are necessary for retailer’s trade to able to compete with 
the progressive rival e-commerce. Retailers have to be up-dated to keep 
demanding consumers by offering more creativity and innovative products, 
service or appearance (due to the propositions 7 and 8 about the common 
switching behavior and considerable purchasing of Finnish consumers).  
 
Overtaking of competitors gives retailers a possibility to be a market leader and 
so, to have a bigger customer stock. Since Smart Shoppers browse in different 
shops before the actual purchasing in order to find best deals, the overtaking 
strategy (especially without changing original names of the overtaken rivals) 
might be one of the best possibilities to adapt to the switching behavior of Smart 
Shoppers (due to the proposition 7).  
 
Besides all the above listed suggestions as elements of the main adaption strategy 
of Finnish retailers, keeping some general competitive strategies is as well 
necessary due to established consumer habits. Here are two examples:  
 
1. Special sales have become an ubiquitous feature of shopping. There are 
the seasonal sales, such as after Christmas, when virtually all shops (retail 
and online stores) have a clearing out of stock; sales in summer (summer 
sales); and sometimes pre-Christmas or other sales. There are shops that 
have periodic sales and other shops which have a big well-known sale per 
year. For many Smart Shoppers this kind of seasonal sales is a major 
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element in their general purchasing strategy: they save money especially 
for those days of sale and their waiting time is mainly fully rewarded with 
good prices for high quality goods. (see Miller 1998: 55) 
 
2. The retail trade in Finland has already understood the necessity of having 
well developed presence online as an important distribution channel. For 
example, one of biggest Finnish retailers Anttila uses many distribution 
channels coevally. Anttila has strong presence with retail stores and online 
stores (netAnttila.com). Additionally the shop sends regular brochures and 
advertisements to the customers. If retailers have no potential for online 
selling, the created store website can be used at least as a support and 
information tool (de Kare-Silver 2000: 103). To be presented online and 
offline does not cause the distribution channel conflict – it rather fulfill 
each other.  
 
Under the consideration of the main strategic focus adaption and learning from the 
rival, this work describes and analyzes in a more detailed way each of the 
suggested strategies for retailers.   
 
5.3.1. Orientation on the new consumer 
Consumers are the ones who decide where to shop. So, customer orientation 
might be the most important for a company. Unfortunately, to stay competitive on 
the supplier market, it will not be enough, just to focus on keeping repeat 
customers with all efforts. Smart Shoppers are the new target group which 
includes repeat and new customers: but with different shopping attitude. Smart 
Shoppers switch easily between shopping places: they go from store to store – 
online and offline - to compare prices and to find the best deal. Here is exactly the 
situation for the main strategy – learning from the rival (as described in 5.2.).  
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Retailers should divide the group of Smart Shoppers in the same way as e-shops 
do it, and according to this, build the strategies based on different customer 
segments (see Figure 21).  
 
 
    
 
Figure 21. Classification of Smart Shoppers in favor of retailer’s customer 
strategy  
 
For the direct shoppers, or for the customers who know exactly what they want, 
the sale is the easiest – as long as the shopper can quickly find the product, get all 
the customers who 
know exactly what 
they want and go to 
stores to get it
•data base possibility in 
store for quick search
•clearly signed or 
numbered shelves and 
sections
•logical divided sections
•for big stores: visible 
infopoints with direction 
signs
•available, always 
presented and 
experienced  store staff
the customers who 
want to buy something 
but are undecided & 
uncertain 
•variety of products 
•attractive store front
•sales signs and 
reduction options
•logical divided sections 
by categoria, e.g. by 
brands, manufactures, 
age group, country of 
origin etc.
•store catalogues with 
products overview
•available and 
experienced store staff
the potential / new 
customers with no 
clear  buying intent
•hot-list of products: top 
10 or product of the day 
--> visible already from 
outside the store
•regular sales 
•testing stands
•personalization 
•promotion of exclusive 
service 
•available and 
experienced store staff
Smart Shoppers 
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information on the product, and then complete the purchase (Korper and Ellis 
2001: 36).  
 
So, Smart Shoppers belong mostly to the categories of direct shoppers, they know 
what they are planning to buy beforehand (due to the big amount of similar 
responds in Figure 10) and then to undecided, browsing shoppers. Smart Shoppers 
often surf first online and browse through many stores for best deals before 
purchasing and then just come to shop to get the product. In this case, they want to 
make the purchase quickly and easy. E-shops have on their website for this kind 
of shoppers a small search box where the name/brand of the product could be 
written and all available products and information could be found just with one 
mouse click. The same data base could also help retailers to provide to the 
customers a quick overview in order to get fast the desired product.  
 
Numerous shopping centers across the country already installed absolutely useful 
touch-screen information desks (besides traditional info-points with maps) for 
quick purchasers where information is divided by categories, floor numbers and 
alphabetic order – in few major used languages in Finland: Finnish, English and 
Russian. In few “touches” the shopper knows where to go and how to find the 
place. But still inside of the chosen shop the shopper could be easily lost between 
all the shelves around or get stressed – as a result: next time shopper will buy 
online some goods to avoid stressful shopping offline.  
 
According to the proposition 3, especially men tend to purchase online, exactly 
because of getting stressed while shopping in a store or in a shopping center. It 
would be very useful to have the same data base with searching option as well 
inside of stores like in e-shops for quick and direct customers. For instance, the 
bookstore Suomalainen Kirjakauppa offers the quick searching option in a 
computer data base operated by the store staff. In this case, the shopper just has to 
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go to one of employee and to ask for a certain book: it will be found in computer 
data within a few seconds and the customer will be brought to a shelf with this 
book and other similar copies (here is a big selling advantage of retail stores: the 
customer might be interested in looking inside those books, which are on the same 
shelf and in the same category, to page them through or even read a bit, and then 
might even buy some or consider the buying next time).  
 
So, the direct shopper can enter the store, find quickly the product, buy it and 
leave – all with minimum efforts. By entering especially big department stores, 
this kind of “searching machine” could be absolutely practical and very welcomed 
for direct and quick shoppers.  
 
Recently, after an extensive reconstruction, Clas Ohlson
10
 reopened its shop in 
Itäkeskus, Helsinki, where much necessary innovations for the group of Smart 
Shoppers were inserted. Clas Ohlson’s main target group consists of male 
customers, and it is very important for the retailer to keep those customers coming 
to shops instead of ordering online or by mail.  The retailer installed a touch-
screen database computer for customer’s use on the shop entrance which gives (in 
the same way as an e-shop) after writing the product name in a search box the 
whole description of the wanted product, a picture, a price category and a shelf 
number – exactly for direct customers who already know what they are going to 
buy. All shelf numbers can be seen from far and clearly, they are logically and 
sequentially structured and easy to follow. Besides all, the assistants are trained to 
be constantly around and notice immediately if someone needs help (according to 
the interview on the 04.06.2010). Clas Ohlson understood the needs of Smart 
Shoppers quickly and on time.  
 
                                                          
10
 Clas Ohlson AB - is a Swedish chain store that sells, amongst other things, hardware, electrical, 
multimedia, and home and leisure products. It is the largest hardware chain in Scandinavia, very 
popular in Finland.  
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Undecided shoppers are more complicated but could be the best target group. In 
the buying decision process, many products are touched and gone through, so that 
sometimes shoppers might buy more than they planned – they just cannot decide 
between some products in the big variety of similar goods. Smart Shoppers are not 
always direct shoppers. They could be uncertain with some purchase decisions 
and not in a hurry to buy something, and they still want to compare product and 
find the best suitable. Even if they collected already a lot of information and 
compared different products, some of them might want additionally a personal 
recommendation of an expert (in this case, store staff).  
 
E-shops place next to almost every offered for selling item a forum or a list of 
given feedback and critics to the product to make the purchasing decision easier. 
Retailer’s answer to it is that the availability of experienced and willing to help 
employees in the store which provide personally and individually responses to the 
customer’s questions (in this way to build an advantage to e-shops). Additionally, 
especially next to some new and unknown products, a small note with some 
information and/or description of the product might be attached with useful and 
supplemental information (e.g. Pentik and Body Shop retail stores have this 
system already).  
 
Retail stores have also the possibilities to attract undecided and browsing Smart 
Shoppers with a big variety of products which can be touched and discovered 
(important sensual shopping as described in 3.3.2.). The logically divided sections 
of products by brand, age, manufactures, category, price, country of origin and 
any other appropriate criteria are as well important to Smart Shoppers in order to 
be able to compare and choose the most suitable product from the wide variety (e-
shops use e.g. drop-down menus with different categories on the website). Here is 
the big advantage of retailers: if customers do not know exactly which product 
they want to buy, it is rather difficult to search through numerous websites than to 
search through store shelves and sections. Anyway, this group of undecided Smart 
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Shoppers is ready to purchase when as many products as possible are offered to 
them and so, they are able to compare and pick the best. (see Kroper and Ellis 
2001: 36-37) 
 
It is not so important anymore: is it a multiproduct department store like 
Stockmann or Sokos
11
 with offers different kinds of products; or specialist store 
like Expert
12
 which offers just specific products (here: electronic goods)  – the 
variety should be present and existing, the descriptions and additional information 
of all products should be available, including critics and personal expert 
recommendations.  
 
The least direct shoppers with no certain intern to buy are the most difficult to 
convert into buyers. Online shops use for those kind of shoppers hot-product lists 
placed on the most seen places like the main page or on the side of every 
following page to attract the attention. It is a list of lately sold most popular and 
wanted products (Kroper and Ellis 2001: 37). Not to forget that Smart Shoppers 
are mostly pleasure shoppers. They often tend to buy something which is well-
known, which is popular, modern and trendy (especially the young generation). 
Even if the customer is just browsing through shops with no attend to buy 
anything, this kind of list might catch the interest. Retailers could use the same 
strategy with publishing “the product of the day” or “our top 10”.  
 
For example, Finnish bookstore chain Suomalainen Kirjakauppa places in the 
middle of the shop a big stand with “Top 10” bestseller books, which makes a 
decision of buying a book easier. The shopper does not have to think long about 
which book can be bought; the list gives some impulses and recommendations (all 
the listed books in “Top 10” are placed right next to the stand). Suomalainen 
Kirjakauppa places as well a table of the week with a certain topic books on it: 
                                                          
11
 Stockmann and Sokos are two biggest Finnish department stores. 
12
 Expert is a specialist store for electronics in Finland. 
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e.g. cooking week (many different books are on the table to satisfy many variable 
tastes), spring week (books about spring fashion, home decoration, diet, cheerful 
poems etc,), or hiking week (hiking books, other related sport books, etc.). This it 
catches the attention of the browsing shoppers and gives them buying impulses.  
 
Additionally, a personalization factor is required to get the customers a feeling of 
being understood in their needs and to be taken seriously (e-shops use cookies to 
access personally to the customers, see chapter 3.3.1.). Retailers could do the 
same by customer-oriented marketing campaigns and by promoting exclusive 
service. For example, every new customer gets a small individual present which 
gives the feeling to be a special guest, or by inventing customer card which allows 
the store staff to call customers by name and to know their preferences. This gives 
again an individual feeling for the customer. However, customer/loyalty cards are 
quite a common strategy of almost all shops and consumers have their wallets full 
of different cards. So, this strategy might have to be rethought and reconstructed 
in a better way.  
 
Generally, there are many customer-oriented methods to attract Smart Shoppers to 
retail stores, adapt to their shopping attitude and let them to buy something, just 
by using more creativity for even small details. Once again, following many 
strategies of e-commerce could help retail stores stay competitive and profitable. 
If e-shops give their customers the advantage of not carrying all purchases around, 
then retail stores could invent the same service: drop shopping bags with made 
purchases at will-call desk and collect them in the end of the shopping day.  
 
E-shops have shopping baskets where all purchases could be put every time. 
Retail stores have as well shopping baskets at the entrance, but they are mostly 
forgotten or not noticed. Especially for browsing shoppers, who do not have an 
intent to buy anything, it is important to find in the midway of a shop a good and 
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visible placed basket or bag (like in retail store IKEA). If shoppers decide 
spontaneously to buy a product, it would be too inconvenient, too heavy to carry 
the purchases and no to have free hands anymore to touch and discover something 
else. Often shoppers come to a shop by thinking they need just one or two items 
and only later they realize they should pick few more things, but the hands are 
already full. So, the shopper could then decide not to buy anything anymore, just 
because there are no carrying possibilities. The shopping baskets should be placed 
everywhere in a store and additionally, the employees could be trained to offer 
baskets to any customers seen holding three or more items, to make their shopping 
experience as comfortable and easy and practical as possible. This system of 
offering shopping baskets or bags in the middle of the shop works already in 
IKEA and Clas Ohlson.  
 
5.3.2. Cost focus 
E-commerce uses often the obvious cost advantage (as described in Chapter 3.3.1) 
and offers often lower prices than retailers. If retailers try to keep up with the 
same strategy of total cost focus, it might not always succeed.  Cost focus can be a 
very delicate and difficult strategy.  
 
For example a cost focus strategy of the retailer Kirjatori (Finnish book store) did 
not give a good return. The bookstore put a large table of discounted books just 
inside or outside of their entrance, where every customer would see it at first, so 
almost everyone passing by stops there for at least a cursory browse, and the 
percentage who buys at least one book is usually high. But those people, who 
choose at least one book from the discount table, go directly to the register, pay 
the bargain and leave without even browsing bestsellers or any other books selling 
at the normal profit margins. So, thanks to the prominence of the bargain table, 
the store is gaining a reputation as a discounter rather than a place to go for some 
new books. The success of the discounted table could cause the failure of the rest 
of the store and change its reputation. In this case, the merchant has to be aware 
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which customers should be attracted, and to be able to distinguish the favored 
target group precisely.  
 
Because bookstore Kirjatori created the reputation of a discounter (trough all 
those permanent discount tables), even indeed it is an usual book store with no 
specific specialization, the Smart Shoppers might go there to find some 
discounted books /bargains time to time, but when some new books, bestsellers or 
books as gifts (which brings the biggest profit to a shop) are wanted, Finnish 
shoppers will rather go to the bookstore Suomalainen Kirjakauppa which is a 
domestic market leader and the strongest brand in the book retail.  
 
The bookstore chain Suomalainen Kirjakauppa has a very positive reputation by 
offering products in every price category and to every interest group: so, the store 
combines few strategies at the same time. Its strategy is build partly on cost focus 
(book prices are kept as low as possible) but the priorities of the store still are to 
get as close as possible to customers, to understand their needs as the basis, to 
strive for diversity in range and flexibility in its operations and always to keep a 
finger on the pulse of the time and the market. Suomalainen Kirjakauppa 
restructured its store concept to suit the needs of modern consumers and 
specifically book buyers. The company wanted to be seen primarily as a 
bookstore but at the same time it put weight on the different customer segments 
and developed its products range according their requirements (Kuosmanen & 
Barbieri 2005: 96-97).  Additionally, Suomalainen Kirjakauppa is a partner of the 
organization “Save the Children Finland” (Pelastakaa Lapset ry). The company 
has co-operated with the organization since 1996. On the campaigns includes 
providing free school books for young students from low-income backgrounds. 
This reputation of the shop attracts Smart Shoppers and they purchase at 
Suomalainen Kirjakauppa retail stores and e-store, too (Suomalainen Kirjakauppa 
has a strong internet presence).  
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5.3.3. USP determination 
Retail companies have to decide what will make them unique and how they will 
use this unique selling point to differ themselves from other competitors and to 
attract customers they have already identified (Korper and Ellis 2001: 41). 
Retailers need the USP mostly to keep their customers, not let them change to 
other shops or e-commerce; or retailers need the USP to establish on the new 
market. USP gives stores a status of an expert in the own field or a status of being 
something really special. Stores with an USP have as well a big recognition/ 
identification effect by consumers what will not be confused with anything else.  
 
An example of an USP strategy is Design Deli (www.designdeli.fi): a small 
manufactures and retailer in Porvoo which specializes in different Finnish design 
goods (wood, ceramic, glass, cotton). This shop, inspired by the history of the 
province Porvoo and looking for an USP of their shop and products, has created 
its own story figure, the Pirkko of Porvoo, whose adventure can be followed on 
the store’s blog and in the store. It is an effective strategy to attract Smart 
Shoppers, who are interested in extra/ additional information, the uniqueness and 
individualism. There are also typical and authentic Finnish stories which take 
place in Porvoo – it catches attention, it is something what belongs to Finnish 
population and their culture. Smart Shopper in Finland would make purchases 
there rather to underline their belonging to the Finnish culture and supporting the 
local economy and small retailers. Design Deli is a place to buy presents which 
will be unique, individual, handmade, with high quality and Finnish origin, full of 
interesting and creative backgrounds and stories which can be retold.  
 
 
Figure 22. Banner of Design Deli shop (www.designdeli.fi 2010). 
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The Spanish retailer Mango (retailer and partly manufacturer for clothing) became 
very popular in Finland due to its USP: Mango built a global fashion franchise by 
using concept driven design and high quality products in a focused segment of 
young, modern, style-conscious, creative and dynamic urban women who 
appreciate high quality cloths and ready to pay a bit more for this, even prices still 
represent a good value (Aaker and McLoughlin 2008: 142). Mango stores have 
experienced assistance to help with creation of the own outfit, to help with 
individual cloths combination, to give some styling tips. Especially for young 
women – the biggest group of Smart Shoppers generation in Finland - who are 
often concentrated to bring out the own style, the shop is favored due to its USP, 
good price-value relationship and well known, widely spread corporate social 
responsibilities to the environment and sustainable development in the clothing 
production. Annual sustainability reports are published in the Mango’s newsletter, 
fashion magazines and on the website and tell about Mango’s activities and 
contribution for the “better world” (Mango 2010).  
 
5.3.4. Promotional activities  
No goods will be sold if customers do not know about their existence. Becoming 
known is not difficult. What takes slightly more care is becoming well-known for 
positive reasons i.e. having a strong reputation (Heslop 2008: 81). Retailers, 
which offer besides brand goods as well no-name (or less known) products, need 
to promote and create a positive reputation for those products as well. Retailers 
could hardly concentrate on just brand goods – even Smart Shoppers prefer to buy 
well-known and high-qualitative products, they still look for a good price, too.   
 
Creative and simple but anyway strong branding of less-known goods which are 
similar in some way to retailer’s branding, brings often success, e.g. inexpensive 
own-label goods in retail stores which are usually recognized by the same colours 
(see Figure 23).  
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Figure 23. Label of the retailer K-Citymarket and the house label Pirkka. 
 
The brand Pirkka, sold in K-Citymarket
13
 matches optically with the supermarket 
name, they are both written with white letters on the red background in the similar 
way (see Figure 23). In this case, the recognition of both labels is high and 
customers associate those products with the supermarket (and other way around) 
immediately. The own-label goods are generally cheaper than the not-own 
branded goods, so that choosing them over some other brands itself represents an 
act of saving. For Smart Shoppers quality goes often over the quantity, so they 
will buy own-label goods when the quality is good.  
 
In this case, Pirkka has built a good reputation through many years and 
corresponds with all demands of Smart Shoppers: “most Finnish customers use 
Pirkka products, at least occasionally. Surveys show that the Pirkka brand 
distinguished from among other private labels with its high quality, safety and 
Finnish origin. The Pirkka range is also considered to be low-priced and 
innovative. In Finnish customer’s opinion, the good price-quality relation of 
Pirkka products is in a class of its own” (Kuosmanen 2005: 76). So, shoppers 
would buy Pirkka products rather than other no-name or less known products in 
the same price category. Pirkka has besides food products as well cosmetics, 
household, clothing and other goods which represent good price-quality 
relationship.  
 
                                                          
13
 K-Citymarket – a multi-store branch from the big supplier chain Kesko.  
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Especially in household and for basic living products, the thinking of saving is 
stronger as in other purchasing (e.g. by buying cloths, electronics, furniture, etc.), 
and Smart Shoppers often decide for cheaper basic goods but still with good 
quality. K-chain stores as retailers profit from the good reputation of the house-
brand goods and try to keep it up. In e-commerce, it is more difficult to sell no-
name or less-known products – they are unlike in stores cannot be touched, tested 
and discovered and so, will not be considered as a cheaper substitute of branded 
goods. Retailers win in this way: by offering cheaper but still qualitative goods for 
Smart Shoppers. The point although is – to promote those goods right and to make 
them known.  
 
The store promotion by IKEA is as well very 
successful. To attract shoppers to its stores, 
IKEA uses many different ways. Free IKEA 
Buses, which circulate frequently between the 
city center (and few other stops) and the store 
for free, are an example of the good permanent 
marketing of IKEA. It gives shoppers the feeling 
of saving by not-paying the bus trip and it shows 
that IKEA cares about their customers by providing the free transport to them who 
does not own a car. So, positive image is build and at the same time those buses 
offer a possible place for advertisements and for store campaigns (e.g. about new 
products, coming events and sales).  
 
The IKEA catalogues are available in every R-Kiosk in Finland. They are 
published twice per year and can be order even to home. Besides being just a 
retailer, IKEA has a restaurant integrated to the store which offers inexpensive 
breakfast, brunch or lunch while shopping. Often bus trips to IKEA for shoppers 
from different cities and towns are organized (IKEA has for now 4 stores in 
Finland).  
Figure 24: IKEA bus in Vantaa  
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On the front page of IKEA’s website, the information about recycling center of 
the company is published (IKEA 2010). IKEA stores represent exactly what 
Smart Shoppers are looking for. It is to save while shopping but still feel the 
comfort, to have modern, stylish and trendy products but for affordable prices, to 
be able to recycle sustainably old products before buying new ones and to have 
shopping in the store as an event (for example, by having a food break or visiting 
a children play ground inside of the store). By ordering online some goods from 
IKEA, the delivery fee is pretty high, so it is easier to pick up the purchases from 
the store – there is a free bus which helps with “carrying”. Especially for smaller 
purchases it is cheaper to visit the store personally. According to the IKEA 
statistics, the retail stores have predominantly more shoppers than the e-store. 
Although the online presence is very strong, shoppers use the company website 
more like a support tool (IKEA 2010).  
 
5.3.5. Creativity and innovation 
In order to adapt to the Smart Shopping attitude, retailers should bring more 
creativity and innovation in their business but in a “smart” way. “Creativity is not 
just about to be an artist; it is more about new ways to solve problems” (Arnolds 
2009: 176). Innovation can create a first-mover advantage, competitors would be 
playing catch-up. If they copy the innovation, they risk being left behind again as 
advancements continue. In the meantime, innovator can create customer loyalty 
based on several factors. One of these is simple familiarity; if the first mover’s 
product or service is satisfactory, there may be no incentive to try something 
different. (see Aaker et al. 2008: 198) 
 
Innovative and creative for retail shops is e.g. the idea with publishing a shop 
magazine (monthly or seasonally). H&M
14
 publishes their own magazine in order 
to show the new collection, to give some fashion and style tips, cloth combination 
                                                          
14
 H & M (Hennes & Mauritz AB) is a Swedish clothing company, known for its fast fashion 
clothing offerings for women, men, teenagers and children. 
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possibilities, interviews with designers, some new gossips and discovering in the 
fashion world. Customers could take the magazine home and find something 
suitable what they did not find in the store before while shopping (it was e.g. too 
crowded or too hot to stay long inside). Girls may go to H&M just to pick up the 
new magazine and by passing, they might stay longer and start to browse through 
the shop because something in the front store caught their attention or they might 
come later for purchasing after finding in the catalogue some attractive goods.  
 
Innovation for retail trade might be offering more “smart” products, for instance a 
combination of good value and price, positive reputation/image, more ethical 
issues and consideration about our environment and individuality. For example, 
IKEA could set up a competition for their designers to design second lives for 
some of their key products. It would be a good way to show how the management 
takes ethical responsibility of shopping implications of its consumers. IKEA does 
create a good price value for the offered goods, but those goods do not last long. 
 
If IKEA collected all used and not any more needed goods which are returned to 
the store, rebuild and redesign them for the second life, and do it (at least partly) 
in public workshops in the store where shoppers can look inside, it could be a big 
hit for Smart Shoppers to favor IKEA while shopping. After all, people do change 
often almost everything they own: every year more than 5 millions mobile phones 
worldwide are thrown away, a regular sofa is changed in average every 7 years 
(Arnold 2009: 29-31). For producers/manufactures to build not-long-lasting 
products means they sell more and they keep the producing costs lower (due to the 
lower product quality). So, if almost all manufacturers create predominantly short-
life products, why not to reuse those in order to build again new ones and in this 
way be a “smart” manufacturer: it gives good reputation, good publicity, interest 
of Smart Shoppers, competitive advantage and probably even, advantage in the 
lower producing costs by recycling of the old material? For example, a Finnish 
retail store for accessories and do-it-by-yourself products Sinelli has organized 
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regular workshops for customers in its stores to show how to create from the raw 
material a nice accessory or a home ware or a present (according to the interview 
on the 04.06.2010).   
 
5.3.6. Overtaking of competitors 
All retailers compete on a local basis. Buying competitors is one of the few ways 
where market share can be quickly increased and competition diminished (Heslop 
2008: 11). Overtaking of competitors means also overtaking of consumers. By 
searching for the best deals, shoppers often switch between shops. It could be a 
way of adaption for retailers to the browsing and searching Smart Shoppers. 
However, the overtaking stays often unknown or hardly noticed for customers, 
because after being sold the shop usually keeps the name and workers. Retailers 
may have many other reasons for buying their competitors (except of increasing in 
general the number of browsing visitors):  
 The prime location 
 Profitable production line and goods 
 Positive image 
 An impressive customer base 
 Reduce of competition 
 Possibility to push up prices by less competition 
 Overtaking of qualified employees/specialists 
 Quick grow possibility 
 
For example, Suomalainen Kirjakauppa overtook the company Lukiolaisten 
Kirjakauppa which is specialized in providing direct service to high-school 
students mainly through its online bookstores. In this case, Suomalainen 
Kirjakauppa expanded on the new field as an education book provider and as well 
on the internet. With it, Suomalainen Kirjakauppa entered the sector of profitable 
production line and decreased the amount of e-commerce competitors.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Mostly based on the empirical study but also with help from other supporting 
information like internet sources and bibliography, this work was concentrated on 
analysis and confirmation of the existence of Smart Shoppers in Finland. The idea 
for this study came from making by chance few independent observations. With 
an aid of the accomplished empirical survey, it was possible to confirm the 
assumption about the presence of Smart Shopping in Finland and to realize the 
necessity of retail trade to react on this new shopping attitude.   
 
Due to the existence of the Smart Shopping in Finland, retailers have to adapt and 
to react on it. To get the strategy, messaging and promotion towards the Smart 
Shoppers right, retailers need to be first of all imaginative, innovative and creative 
and to see forward, few steps ahead of the present time. The retail store should be 
able to consider every changing in shopping behavior and react on it / adapt to it, 
in order to stay competitive and profitable. New developed strategies do not 
necessarily provide an advantage (because many other retailers do the same), but 
their absence will create a substantial weakness.  
 
There is a potential to forge new sources of advantages and competitive 
differentiation and in principle, retailers remain best placed to pursue that. After 
all, they are closest to the end customers, they use the advantage of sensual 
shopping and reward possibilities. Retailers have traditions and often strong 
relationships with the permanent customer stock. So, retailers do have a chance to 
adapt and develop to the trend of Smart Shopping, and they do have the potential 
and possibilities to compete with e-commerce – they just have to do it right. But if 
existing retailers do not watch carefully their markets, they might find the whole 
segment of their customer base moving away from them, determined to benefit of 
a rival’s service with offers which better suited to their needs.  
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The final statement of this work is that Smart Shopping trend is certainly present 
in Finland and a reaction on it is required. Finish retailers have the 
potential/capability to keep their customers in their stores and to stay competitive 
on the supplier market by focusing and inventing in their strategies two major 
ideas: adaption to the new trend of Smart Shopping and learning from the rival e-
commerce.  
 
This study could give impulses to follow the Finnish supplier market developing 
towards the Smart Shopping trend and to create more strategies recommendations 
for retailers. This work presents the growing interest to the subject of Smart 
Shopping and provides the basic knowledge for further studies.  
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APPENDIX 1 
The questionnaire in English 
 
In act for my bachelor thesis “Smart Shopper in Finland: new shopping attitude 
and response from retailers”, I would like to gather valuable information from 
purchasers living in Finland. All questions are anonymous and will be used just 
for the analyses of my bachelor thesis. In the questionnaire, DO NOT 
CONSIDER day-to-day grocery shopping: for example, milk, bread, 
vegetables etc.  I would appreciate your contribution to my work!  
 
 
1. Please, define your sex: 
Female  Male 
 
2. Please, define your age: 
 18-21  22-28  29-39  40-49  50-70 
 
       3. How often do I do shopping? 
o more seldom than 1 time per week 
o 1 time per week 
o 2-3 times per week 
o more than 3 times per week 
 
4. If I go shopping, I buy more than I planned. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree (generally but not always) 
o  Neutral opinion  (I do not think about it while shopping) 
o Disagree (generally but not always) 
o Strongly disagree 
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5. By making purchases, I favour some special brands. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree (generally but not always) 
o Neutral opinion (I do not think about this while shopping) 
o Disagree (generally but not always) 
o Strongly disagree 
 
6. By making purchases, I prefer to buy by possibility some goods with a 
Fair-Trade mark (even I have to pay more) in order to support 
sustainable development and production. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree (generally but not always)  
o Neutral opinion (I do not think about this while shopping) 
o Disagree (generally but not always) 
o Strongly disagree 
 
7. By making purchases, I prefer to buy goods from local suppliers or 
goods made in Finland in order to support local/domestic economy. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree (generally but not always) 
o Neutral opinion (I do not think about this while shopping) 
o Disagree (generally but not always) 
o Strongly disagree 
 
8. I search for the best deals BEFORE I even go shopping. 
o Strongly agree 
o Agree (generally but not always)  
o Neutral opinion (I do not think about this) 
o Disagree (generally but not always) 
o Strongly disagree 
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9.   My priorities by making purchases are:   
(many answers are possible) 
o price 
o certain brands 
o design and optical appearance 
o intuition, spontaneous decision  
o recommendation of an expert  
o additional information (like country of origin, reputation of producing 
company, company’s recent scandals or awards, ethical backgrounds etc.)  
o good quality, even if I have to pay more 
o the best quality for whatever price  
o I repeatedly and continuously compare the prices and then choose the best 
deal  
o I do shopping only for pleasure 
 
10. Where do I shop?    
(just one answer is required)  
o just in retail stores and predominantly in the same shops 
o just in retail stores but in different ones 
o mostly in retail stores, sometimes online 
o partly in retail stores, partly online 
o mostly online, sometimes in retail stores 
o just online but in different e-shops 
o just online and predominantly in the same e-shops 
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APPENDIX 2 
The questionnaire in Finnish 
 
Haluaisin kerätä tärkeää informaatiota kuluttajilta, jotka asuvat Suomessa 
opinnäytetyötäni varten (”Smart Shoppers in Finland: new shopping attitude and 
response from retailers”). Kaikki vastaukset pysyvät nimettöminä ja niitä 
käytetään ainoastaan opinnäytetyössäni. Kiitän sinua panoksestasi tähän minulle 
tärkeään työhön. Kun vastaat kyselyyn, ÄLÄ AJATTELE päivittäisiä 
kuluttajatuotteiden ostamista, esim.: maidon, leivän, vihannesten jne. ostoa.  
1. Sukupuoleni 
  Nainen    Mies 
 
2. Ikäni 
18-21  22-28  29-39  40-49  50-70 
 
3. Kuinka usein teen ostoksia? 
o harvemmin kuin 1 kerran viikossa 
o 1 kerran viikossa 
o 2-3 kertaa viikossa 
o enemmän kuin 3 kertaa viikossa 
 
4. Kun teen ostoksia, ostan enemmän kuin suunnittelin. 
o vahvasti samaa mieltä 
o samaa mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o en tiedä 
o eri mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o vahvasti eri mieltä 
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5. Kun teen ostoksia, suosin jotain tiettyä brändiä / merkkiä? 
o vahvasti samaa mieltä 
o samaa mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o en osaa sanoa (en ajattele tätä kun ostan tuotetta) 
o eri mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o vahvasti eri mieltä 
 
6. Kun olen ostoksilla, ostan mielelläni Fair-Trade- tuotteita (vaikka 
minun pitäisi maksaa niistä enemmän), jotta tuen kestävää kehitystä 
ja tuotantoa. 
o vahvasti samaa mieltä 
o samaa mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina)   
o en osaa sanoa (en ajattele tätä kun ostan tuotetta) 
o eri mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o vahvasti eri mieltä 
 
7. Kun olen ostoksilla, ostan mielelläni tuotteita paikallisilta yrittäjiltä/ 
firmoilta tai tuotteita, jotka on valmistettu Suomessa, jotta tuen 
paikallista/ kotimaista taloutta. 
o vahvasti samaa mieltä 
o samaa mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o en osaa sanoa (en ajattele tätä kun ostan tuotetta) 
o eri mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o vahvasti eri mieltä 
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8. Etsin parhaimmat ja sopivimmat tuotteet etukäteen jo ENNEN kuin 
menen ostoksille. 
o vahvasti samaa mieltä  
o samaa mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o en osaa sanoa (en ajattele tätä kun ostan tuotetta) 
o eri mieltä (yleensä, mutta en aina) 
o vahvasti eri mieltä 
 
9. Kun ostan tuotteita, minun prioriteettini ovat:       
(saat merkitä monta vaihtoehtoa) 
o hinta 
o tietyt brändit 
o muotoilu (design) ja tuotteen ulkonäkö 
o intuitio/ spontaani päätös 
o asiantuntijan suositus 
o lisätieto tuotteesta (esimerkiksi: valmistusmaa, valmistavan yrityksen 
maine, yrityksen viimeaikaiset skandaalit tai menestys, etc.) 
o hyvä laatu, vaikka minun pitäisi maksaa enemmän 
o paras laatu, mihin hintaan hyvänsä 
o vertaan hintoja jatkuvasti ja valitsen sen pohjalta parhaan ”diilin” 
o teen ostoksia vain huvin ja hyvän olon vuoksi 
 
10. Missä teen ostokseni?       (merkitse vain yksi vaihtoehto) 
o vain kaupoissa ja lähinnä samoissa kaupoissa 
o vain kaupoissa, mutta eri kaupoissa 
o yleensä kaupoissa, mutta välillä myös nettikaupoissa 
o kaupoissa ja nettikaupoissa 
o yleensä nettikaupoissa, mutta välillä myös kaupoissa 
o vain nettikaupoissa, mutta eri nettikaupoissa 
o vain nettikaupoissa ja lähinnä samoissa nettikaupoissa 
